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Preface

Data is the oil in today’s global economy. The vision in the i3-MARKET
book series is that the fast-growing data marketplaces sector will mature,
with a large number of data-driven opportunities for commercialization and
activating new innovation channels for the data.

A new data-as-a-service paradigm where the data can be traded and com-
mercialized securely and transparently and with total liberty at the local and
global scale directly from the data producer is necessary. This new paradigm
is the result of an evolution process where data producers are more active
owners of the collected data while at the same time catapulting disruptive
data-centric applications and services. i3-MARKET takes a step forward and
provides support tools for this maturity vision/process.

i3-MARKET is a fully open-source backplane platform that can be used
as a set of support tools or a standalone platform implementation of data
economy support services. i3-MARKET is the result of shared perspectives
from a representative global group of experts, providing a common vision
in data economy and identifying impacts and business opportunities in the
different areas where data is produced.

Data economy is commonly referring to the diversity in the use of data
to provide social benefits and have a direct impact in people’s life. From a
technological point of view, data economy implies technological services to
underpin the delivery of data applications that bring value and address the
diverse demands on selling, buying, and trading data assets. The demand
and the supply side in the data is increasing exponentially, and it is being
demonstrated that the value that the data has today is as relevant as any other
tangible and intangible assets in the global economy.

xi
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Who Should Read this Book?

General Public and Students

This Book is a unique opportunity for understanding the future of data spaces
and marketplace assets, their services, and their ability to identify different
methodologies indicators and the data-driven economy from a human-centric
perspective supports the digital transformation.

Entrepreneurs and SMEs

This Book is a unique opportunity for understanding the most updated
software tools to innovate, increase opportunities, and increase the power of
innovation into small and entrepreneurs to meet its full potential promoting
participation across the data economy values and evolution of society towards
a single digital strategy.

Technical Experts and Software Developers

This book is a guide for technolgy experts and open source enthusiast that
includes the most recent experiences in Europe towards innovating software
technology for the financial and banking sectors.

Data Spaces & Data Markeplaces Policy Makers

This Book represent a unique offering for non-technical experts but that par-
ticipates in the data economy process and the core data economy servicesto
enable the sharing of innovation and new services across data spaces and
marketplaces such as policy makers and standardisation organisatiosna and
groups.
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What is Addressed in the i3-MARKET Book
Series?

“Concepts and Design Innovations for the Digital Transformation of Spaces
and Marketplaces”

In the first part of the i3-MARKET book series, we begin by discussing
the principles of the modern data economy that lead to make the society
more aware about the value of the data that is being produced everyday by
themselves but also in a collective manner, i.e., in an industrial manufacturing
plant, a smart city full of sensors generating data about the behaviours of
the city and their inhabitants and/or the wellbeing and healthcare levels of a
region or specific locations, etc. Data business is one of the most disruptive
areas in today’s global economy, particularly with the value that large corpo-
rates have embedded in their solutions and products as a result of the use of
data from every individual.

“Systems and Implemented technologies for Data-driven Innovation,
Addressing Data Spaces and Marketplaces Semantic Interoperability Needs”

In the second i3-MARKET series book, we start reviewing the basic
technological principles and software best practices and standards for imple-
menting and deploying data spaces and data marketplaces. The book provides
a definition for data-driven society as: The process to transform data pro-
duction into data economy for the people using the emerging technologies
and scientific advances in data science to underpin the delivery of data
economic models and services. This book further discusses why data spaces
and data marketplaces are the focus in today’s data-driven society as the
trend to rapidly transforming the data perception in every aspect of our

xv



xvi What is Addressed in the i3-MARKET Book Series?

activities. In this book, technology assets that are designed and implemented
following the i3-MARKET backplane reference implementation (WebRI)
that uses open data, big data, IoT, and AI design principles are introduced.
Moreover, the series of software assets grouped as subsystems and composed
by software artefacts are included and explained in full. Further, we describe
i3-MARKET backplane tools and how these can be used for supporting
marketplaces and its components including details of available data assets.
Next, we provide a description of solutions developed in i3-MARKET as
an overview of the potential for being the reference open source solution to
improve data economy across different data marketplaces.

“Technical Innovation, Solving the Data Spaces and Marketplaces
Interoperability Problems for the Global Data-driven Economy”

In the third i3-MARKET series book, we are focusing on including the
best practices and simplest software methods and mechanisms that allow the
i3-MARKET backplane reference implementation to be instantiated, tested,
and validated even before the technical experts and developers community
decide to integrate the i3-MARKET as a reference implementation or adopted
open source software tools. In this book, the purpose of offering a guide book
for technical experts and developers is addressed. This book addresses the so-
called industrial deployment or pilots that need to have a clear understanding
of the technological components and also the software infrastructures, thus
it is important to provide the easy-to-follow steps to avoid overwhelm the
deployment process.

i3-MARKET has three industrial pilots defined in terms of data resources
used to deploy data-driven applications that use the most of the i3-MARKET
backplane services and functionalities. The different software technologies
developed, including the use of open source frameworks, within the context
of the i3-MARKET are considered as a bill of software artefacts of the
resources needed to perform demonstrators, proof of concepts, and prototype
solutions. The i3-MARKET handbook provided can actually be used as input
for configurators and developers to set up and pre-test testbeds, and, therefore,
it is extremely valuable to organizations to be used properly.



What is Covered in this i3-MARKET Part III
Book?

“The i3-MARKET FOSS Handbook”

Technology deployment tools, software development frameworks and
testbed tools (sandboxes) are popular these days, to facilitate the complexity
of deploying applications and services based on complex software packages,
from a practical point of view the deployment and testing of software technol-
ogy should not be an burden anymore as per the large number of technologies
that exist but also because the evolution of these software tools is indicating
sooner than later this will only relay in having powerful systems capable
to run such complex frameworks and the rest is just provide few steps to
configure and execute the deployment. The reality is a bit different, while
there are excellent tools to deploy and run software virtually everywhere, the
technology must run in specific computing infrastructures with well-defined
specifications and functionalities.

In this third i3-MARKET series book we are focusing in including the
best practices and simplest software methods and mechanisms that allow the
i3-MARKET backplane reference implementation to be instantiated, tested
and validated even before the technical experts and developers’ commu-
nity decide to integrate the i3-MARKET as a reference implementation or
Adopted Open-Source Software tools. At this book the purpose of offering a
guidebook for technical experts and developers is addressed, the so-called
industrial deployment or pilots need to have clear understanding of the
technological components but also the software infrastructures, alike the steps
to be followed to avoid overwhelm the deployment activity.

xvii



xviii What is Covered in this i3-MARKET Part III Book?

i3-MARKET has three industrial Pilots defined in terms of data resources
used to deploy datadriven applications that uses the most of the i3-MARKET
backplane services and functionalities. The different software technologies
developed, including the use of open-source frameworks, within the context
of the i3-MARKET is considered as a bill of software artefacts of the
resources needed to perform demonstrators, proof of concepts and prototype
solutions. The i3-MARKET handbook provided can actually be used as input
for configurators
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1
i3-MARKET Overview

The i3-MARKET project (i3-market.eu) solutions address the growing
demand for a single European Data Market and Data Economy.

i3-MARKET addresses the data economy challenge by innovating mar-
ketplace platforms, demonstrating with industrial implementations that the
data economy growth is possible. The i3-MARKET solutions aim at provid-
ing technologies for trustworthy (secure and reliable), data-driven collabo-
ration and federation of existing and new future marketplace platforms, with
special attention on industrial data. The i3-MARKET architecture is designed
to enable secure and privacy-preserving data sharing across data spaces and
marketplaces, through the deployment of a Backplane across operational data
marketplaces.

In i3-MARKET, we are not trying to create another new Marketplace,
but we are implementing the Backplane solutions that allow other data
marketplaces and data spaces to expand their market, facilitate the registra-
tion and discovery of data assets, facilitate the trading and sharing of data
assets among providers, consumers, and owners, and provide tools to add
functionalities they lack for better data sharing and trading processes.

The i3-MARKET project has built a blueprint open-source soft-
ware architecture called “i3-MARKET Backplane” (www.open-source.i3-
MARKET.eu) that addresses the growing demand for connecting multiple
data spaces and marketplaces in a secure and federated manner.

The i3-MARKET Consortium is contributing with the developed software
tools to build the European Data Market Economy by innovating marketplace
platforms, and demonstrating with three industrial reference implementations
(pilots) that a decentralized data economy and more fair growth is possible.

1.1 Context

A software deployment guide is a document that outlines the process and
best practices for deploying software to a production environment. It is

1
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an essential resource for developers, system administrators, and operations
teams who are responsible for deploying software in a reliable and efficient
manner.

Overall, a well-written software deployment guide is an invaluable
resource for ensuring that software is deployed in a reliable and efficient man-
ner. By following best practices and established procedures, organizations can
minimize the risk of downtime and ensure that their software is delivering the
intended benefits to end-users.



2
General Description

i3-MARKET leverages on blockchain technologies (e.g. Hyperledger and
Ethereum) to build a trusted, interoperable, and decentralized substrate
(backplane) allowing to create a federated data market where data spaces
and marketplaces are able to trade data assets among each other. The i3-
MARKET is mostly a set of independent subsystems with a self-contained
functionality such as the identity and access management system, the seman-
tic engine subsystem, data access subsystem, etc. Most of these subsystems
have broken down their functionality into atomic and loosely coupled com-
ponents exposing their functionality through a REST API, which yields a
microservice-based nature to the i3-MARKET system

2.1 Deployment and Operational Concepts

Help to choose the right technologies to be used:
Choosing the right technologies for software deployments can be a complex
process, but here are some general guidelines to help you make informed
decisions:

2.1.1 Consider the requirements of the software

The first step in choosing the right technologies for a deployment is to
consider the requirements of the software being deployed. This includes
factors such as the operating system, the programming language used, the
database management system, and any dependencies or third-party libraries
required.

2.1.2 Evaluate the deployment environment

The deployment environment will also play a key role in determining the
appropriate technologies to be used. Consider factors such as the hardware

3
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and software infrastructure, the network configuration, and the security
requirements.

2.1.3 Consider automation and orchestration

Automation and orchestration tools can help to streamline the deployment
process and minimize the risk of errors or inconsistencies. Consider using
tools such as Ansible, Chef, or Puppet to automate the deployment process.

2.1.4 Evaluate containerization options

Containerization technologies such as Docker and Kubernetes can help to
simplify the deployment process and make it more portable across differ-
ent environments. Consider using containerization technologies to deploy
software in a consistent and repeatable way.

2.1.5 Consider monitoring and reporting tools

Monitoring and reporting tools can help to ensure that the software is per-
forming as expected and can alert teams to potential issues before they
become critical. Consider using tools such as Nagios, Prometheus, or Grafana
to monitor and report on key metrics.

2.2 Deployment Specification

The i3-MARKET architecture specification is based on the 4 + 1 architectural
view model approach. One of these views, physical view, is the scope of this
document. Physical view depicts the system from a system engineer’s point
of view. It concerns the topology of software components on the physical
layer as well as the physical connections between these components. This
view is also known as the deployment view. UML diagrams used to represent
the physical view must include the deployment diagram.

Considering this in the i3-MARKET context, the deployment specifi-
cation should define execution architecture of systems that represent the
assignment (deployment) of software artifacts (i3-MARKET building blocks)
to deployment targets (usually nodes).

Nodes represent either hardware devices or software execution environ-
ments. They could be connected through communication paths to create net-
work systems of arbitrary complexity. Artifacts represent concrete elements
in the physical architecture.
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Once the deployment has been provided, a complementary specification
would be necessary to define how to deploy software within the i3-MARKET
ecosystem. In the context of i3-MARKET, we will be referring to this
specification as management operative specification.

Finally, an end-user operative specification is provided, defining the
interaction with i3-MARKET from a stakeholder point of view.

2.3 Terminology

The key terms behind i3-MARKET deployment terminology are the
following:

Artifact:
As it is described in [? ], an artifact is a classifier that represents some
physical entity, a piece of information that is used or is produced by a software
development process, or by deployment and operation of a system. Artifact
is a source of a deployment to a node. A particular instance (or “copy”) of
an artifact is deployed to a node instance. The most common artifacts are as
follows:

• Source files
• Executable files
• Database tables
• Scripts
• DLL files
• User manuals or documentation
• Output files

Artifacts are deployed on the nodes. They can provide physical manifes-
tation for any UML element. Generally, they manifest components. Artifacts
are labelled with the stereotype <<artifact>>, and it may have an artifact
icon on the top right corner.

Each artifact has a filename in its specification that indicates the physical
location of the artifact. An artifact can contain another artifact. It may be
dependent on one another.

Artifacts have properties and behaviour that manipulate them.

Node:
As it is introduced in [? ], a node is a computational resource upon which
artifacts are deployed for execution. A node is a physical thing that can
execute one or more artifacts. A node may vary in its size depending on the
size of the project.
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Node is an essential UML element that describes the execution of code
and the communication between various entities of a system. It is denoted by
a 3D box with the node name written inside of it. Nodes help to convey the
hardware that is used to deploy the software.

An association between nodes represents a communication path from
which information is exchanged in any direction.

Generally, a node has two stereotypes as follows:

• << device >>: It is a node that represents a physical machine capable
of performing computations. A device can be a router or a server PC. It
is represented using a node with stereotype <<device>>. In the UML
model, you can also nest one or more devices within each other.

• << execution environment >>: It is a node that represents an
environment in which software is going to execute. For example, Java
applications are executed in Java virtual machine (JVM). JVM is con-
sidered as an execution environment for Java applications. We can nest
an execution environment into a device node. You can nest more than
one execution environments in a single device node.

The following sections report on the deployment strategy and the status
reached at the closure of the final release.

2.4 i3-MARKET Artifacts Overview

In the context of i3-MARKET, several artifacts have been developed, inte-
grated, and deployed. These artifacts have been built on top of a set of
third-party and open-source frameworks, which have been analysed and
deployed as tech-bed for the construction of the i3-MARKET backplane. For
the final release, the third-party artifacts included on i3-MARKET are:

◦ Hyperledger Besu: The blockchain framework.
◦ CockroachDB: Distributed database deployed on each node. Admin

Interface only accessible through node 1.
◦ RocksDB: Decentralized storage included with the blockchain network

(ledger).
◦ Loopback4: Framework supporting i3-MARKET backplane API.

Regarding the project-internal conceptual artifacts, i3-MARKET has
developed an extensive artifacts portfolio, mainly provided in WP3 and WP4,
for supporting the integration, registration, discovery, and transfer of reliable
trade of data. A detailed list of these artifacts (including artifact ID, artifact
name, artifact dependencies, and their status for the final release) can be seen
in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 i3M proprietary conceptual artifacts.
Artifact

ID
Artifact Dependencies Final release use Notes

A1 Blockchain
framework

Decentralized
storage

Deployed and used Blockchain framework.
Deployed on each node.

A2 CockroachDB
(distributed

storage)

Deployed and used Distributed database
deployed on each node.

A3 Decentralized
storage

Blockchain
framework

Deployed and used Included with the
blockchain framework.

A4 User-centric
authentication

Deployed and used Each instance/pilot has its
own OIDC and VC service.

A5 Service-centric
authentication

Deployed and used Each instance/pilot has its
own Keycloak service.

A6 HW Wallet In progress
A7 Software Wallet Cloud Wallet

Client, Backplane
API (Cloud Wallet

server and
user-centric

authentication),
data access SDK,
and i3-MARKET

SDK

Deployed and used

A8 Smart contract
manager

SLA/SLE smart
contract

Deployed and used

A9 SLA/SLE smart
contract

Deployed and used

A10 Conflict resolution SCM and DS Deployed and used Integrated with Besu, smart
contract manager and

decentralized storage.
Each instance/pilot has its

own service.
A11 Explicit user

consent
Backplane API
(smart contract

manager,
distributed ledger,

and distributed
storage)

Deployed and used Integrated with the smart
contract manager.

A12 Auditable
accounting

Deployed and used

A13 Standard payment Backplane API
(auditable

accounting, conflict
resolution, smart

contract, and
SLA/SLE smart

contract)

Deployed and used Library to be integrated and
deployed in data access

SDK and data access API.
Library for the
i3-MARKET

non-repudiation protocol
that helps

generate/verifying the
necessary proofs and the
received block of data.

A14 Tokenization Backplane API
(user-centric

authentication,
smart contract, and

SLA/SLE smart
contract)

Deployed and used
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Table 2.1 Continued.
Artifact

ID
Artifact Dependencies Final release use Notes

A15 Micro payment Deployed Integrated into the
Tokenizer. Low chance to
be used by i3-MARKET

because for data payments
is used fiat money and the

Tokenizer and the token are
just for the fees.

A17 Data access API Deployed and used Each node has its own
endpoint.

A18 Semantic data manager
(triple store)

Deployed and used

A19 Semantic models Deployed and used It is not software
component.

A20 Semantic engine Backplane API
(user IDs) and
decentralized

storage

Deployed and used This component includes
- Semantic model
management

- Offering and discovery
Each instance/pilot has

their own engine
A21 Backplane API All Deployed and used Each node has its own

endpoint
A22 i3-MARKET

SDK-generator
Deployed and used Endpoint at node 1

Deployed as Docker
container through Ansible

A26 SDK-RI (reference
implementation)

All Deployed and used Each marketplace has its
own SDK-RI

A27 SDK-core SDK-generatore
All

Deployed and used Available at Nexus

A29 Secure server (Keycloak) Deployed Available at Nexus
Integration with

user-centric authentication
component in progress

A30 Notification manager SDK-RI and
SDK-core

Deployed and used

A31 Rating Deployed and used

Finally, in the context of CI/CD, a set of tools has been used for the
automation and monitoring of the artifacts deployed on i3-MARKET. These
tools are listed in the deliverable D4.7 and in the sections below.

2.5 Deployment Architecture View

The i3-MARKET deployment view is depicted in the picture below. Four
nodes constituted the i3-MARKET R1 cluster. On each node, it will be
deployed a Backplane gateway system and an instance of all the rest i3-
MARKET main building blocks (trust, security, and privacy system, storage
system, and data access system) giving backend support to the Backplane
gateway system. In addition to that, node 4 will host all the components
related with the semantic engine building block.
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2.6 i3-MARKET Network Infrastructure

Figure 2.1 shows the deployment diagram associated with the i3-MARKET
network for the last release. It can be appreciated that the deployment strategy
has evolved from the M18 centralized infrastructure (where a single and
centralized i3-MARKET instance gave support to all demonstrators) to a
“hybrid” decentralized infrastructure (where each of the pilot’s demonstrator
that joined the i3-MARKET ecosystem has its own i3-MARKET instance). It
is important to highlight the “hybrid” nature of the network because a master
instance is maintaining, among other reasons, some centralized services such
as the central Besu node, the notification manager, etc., and CI/CD tools
needed for the setup of the network.

Therefore, in this landscape, it can be appreciated the existence of
marketplaces, which are simple instances (yellow boxes) and the cen-
tral/master instances (green boxes). The most significant relationship among
the instances is the connection between each of the Besu nodes themselves
and their connection with the Besu central node.

It is important to mention that the number of nodes used for each of the
i3-MARKET pilot instances and the maintenance of these nodes is up to the
pilots’ criteria and responsibility. Thus, the node’s layout that appears on each
of the instances, depicted for hosting the i3-MARKET artifacts, Figures 2.1
and 2.2, is just an example and does not have to be the real picture of the
instances deployment.

2.7 Software Stack

For the final release, two types of software environments (understood as a set
of artifacts) can be found in i3-MARKET, which are aligned with the infras-
tructures presented in the previous section. On one hand, the marketplace-side
software stack (i3-MARKET pilot environment) and, on the other hand, the
stack landscape deployed in the centralized cluster (i3-MARKET master
environment), which acts as a master for the rest of marketplaces, adhere
to the i3-MARKET network.

A four-layer stack has been defined for i3-MARKET (Figure 2.3): at the
lowest layer, there is the Cloud provisioning and management layer. On top
of that, a DevOps software layer is placed for assembling all the software
used for the CI/CD process. Then, a third-party software layer is in charge of
giving support to the i3M Core Artifacts, which can be found at the top level
of the stack.
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2.7 Software Stack 
For the final release, two types of software environments (understood as a set of 
artifacts) can be found in i3-MARKET, which are aligned with the infrastructures 
presented in the previous section. On one hand, the marketplace-side software stack 
(i3-MARKET pilot environment) and, on the other hand, the stack landscape 
deployed in the centralized cluster (i3-MARKET master environment), which acts as 
a master for the rest of marketplaces, adhere to the i3-MARKET network. 

A four-layer stack has been defined for i3-MARKET (Figure 2.3): at the lowest layer, 
there is the Cloud provisioning and management layer. On top of that, a DevOps 
software layer is placed for assembling all the software used for the CI/CD process. 
Then, a third-party software layer is in charge of giving support to the i3M Core 
Artifacts, which can be found at the top level of the stack. 

 

Figure 2.3. i3M SW stack four layers. 

Depending on the environment to be deployed, it might deploy one layer or another. More 
details on the specific software deployed on each environment are given in the following 
sub-sections. 

2.8 i3-MARKET Master Environment 
The i3-MARKET centralized software stack, represented in Figure 2.4, is focused on 

providing the minimum and centralized services for erecting an i3-MARKET network; these 
are the “Cloud provisioning and management” layer, the “DevOps software” layer, master 
nodes of the “Third-party software” layer, and the centralized i3-MARKET artifacts provided 
in the “i3M centralized services” layer. 

i3M Core 
Artifacts

Third-party Software

DevOps Stack

Cloud Provisioning and Management

Figure 2.3 i3M SW stack four layers.

Depending on the environment to be deployed, it might deploy one
layer or another. More details on the specific software deployed on each
environment are given in the following sub-sections.

2.8 i3-MARKET Master Environment

The i3-MARKET centralized software stack, represented in Figure 2.4, is
focused on providing the minimum and centralized services for erecting an
i3-MARKET network; these are the “Cloud provisioning and management”
layer, the “DevOps software” layer, master nodes of the “Third-party soft-
ware” layer, and the centralized i3-MARKET artifacts provided in the “i3M
centralized services” layer.

Cloud provisioning and management layer oversees providing and man-
aging all physical nodes that the i3-MARKET common infrastructure is
composed of. For the management of physical resources in a homogeneous
way, an Ansible Tower1 instance is deployed for the administration of said
physical resources, thus having their management centralized from Ansible.
On the other hand, for the monitoring and registering of the status of the
i3-MARKET central services, Zabbix is deployed as part of the central

1 Ansible Tower: https://www.ansible.com/products/tower
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environment. Table 2.2 shows some deployment aspects of the previously
commented tools:

Table 2.2 i3M centralized cloud management and monitoring software.
SW
Component

Building
block

Assigned
VM/PR

Type Technology

Ansible AWX Deployment I3M-PH-Node2 Third-party SW Ansible AWX
Zabbix Monitoring I3M-PH-Node4 Third-party SW Zabbix

i3-MARKET DevOps will be a set of practices that will combine software
development and IT operations, and it will aim to shorten the i3-MARKET
system development life cycle and provide continuous delivery with high
software quality. Thus, the DevOps layer combines software development
and IT operations by means of the artifacts listed in Table 2.3.

Besides that, a set of artifacts from the i3-MARKET third-party software
is needed in the centralized environment to master some services:

• Master Besu node, which gives authorization to new member to the
blockchain network.

• Cockroach data base, which hosts the “Seed Index” for federating
queries.

• RocksDB, which is the central instance of the blockchain.
• Security services for allowing authentication and authorization capabil-

ities to the central node.
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Table 2.3 i3M centralized DevOps software.
SW Com-
ponent

Building block Assigned
VM/PR

Type Technology

Ansible
AWX

Deployment I3M-PH-Node2 Third-
party SW

Ansible AWX

Docker
Swarm

Deployment I3M-PH-Node1,
I3M-PH-Node2,
I3M-PH-Node3,
and I3M-PH-
Node4

Third-
party SW

Docker
Swarm

GitLab
CI/CD
(Runners)

CI/CD GitLab (out of
i3M cluster)

Third-
party SW

GitLab

Nexus CI/CD I3M-PH-Node4 Third-
party SW

Nexus

NGINX Management/security I3M-PH-Node1,
I3M-PH-Node2,
I3M-PH-Node3,
and I3M-PH-
Node4

Third-
party SW

NGinx

MkDocs Documentation I3M-PH-Node4 Third-
party SW

MkDocs

Table 2.4 shows some deployment details regarding the before com-
mented artifacts.

Table 2.4 i3M centralized third-party software.
SW Com-
ponent

Building block Assigned
VM/PR

Type Technology

Blockchain
framework
(central
node)

Blockchain network I3M-PH-
Node4

Third-party
SW

Hyperledger
Besu

Distributed
storage

Data storage I3M-PH-
Node4

Third-party
SW

CockroachDB

Decentralized
storage

Data storage I3M-PH-
Node4

Third-party
SW

RocksDB

Security
server

Trust, security, and
privacy

I3M-PH-
Node4

Third-party
SW

OIDC, VC, and
Keycloak

Finally, regarding the “i3-MARKET centralized services”, the notifica-
tion manager and the SDK-generator (which support the SDK-core generator)
have been designed to be centralized. Table 2.5 shows some deployment
details of them.
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Table 2.5 I3M centralized proprietary software.
SW Com-
ponent

Building
block

Assigned
VM/PR

Type Technology

Notification
manager

Data storage I3M-PH-Node4 i3-MARKET SW RabittMQ

SDK-
generator

Reference
implementa-
tion

I3M-PH-Node4 Hybrid artifact OpenAPI
Generator2

2.9 i3-MARKET Pilot Environment

The i3-MARKET pilots’ stack is represented in Figure 2.5 and it is composed
mainly of two layers: “Third-party software” layer and “i3M core services”
layer.

 

Figure 2.5. i3M pilots’ software stack layers. 
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SW 
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i3-MARKET 
SW 

Keycloak 

i3M Core 
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DevOps Stack

Cloud Provisioning and Management

Figure 2.5 i3M pilots’ software stack layers.

The top layer is composed of all i3-MARKET core artifacts supplied by
the project, which might be deployed in a decentralized way. In other words,
each marketplace willing to be part of the i3-MARKET ecosystem might have
one instance of these artifacts running on its own i3-MARKET infrastructure.
Table 2.6 shows more information about these artifacts/components as well
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as the set of services provided by each of them (linked with the Microservices
View in D2.4). Other details that can be found in the table are:

• SW artifact/component name
• Associated building block (see internal deliverable I2.41 [? ])
• Artifact type
• Technology supporting artifact

Table 2.6 i3M pilots’ core artifacts.
SW
Component

Building block Services Type Technology

User-centric
authentication

Trust, security,
and privacy

Verifiable
Credential
API

i3-MARKET
SW

Keycloak

Service-centric
Authentication

Trust, security,
and privacy

OIDC
provider
API

i3-MARKET
SW

Cloud Wallet Trust, security,
and privacy

Wallet Cloud
Server and
Wallet APP

i3-MARKET
SW

HW Wallet Trust, security,
and privacy

i3-MARKET
SW

Smart contract
manager

Trust, security,
and privacy

Smart
contract
manager API
+ explicit user
consent

i3-MARKET
SW

Hyperledger
Besu,
Solidity

Conflict resolu-
tion

Trust, security,
and privacy

Conflict reso-
lution API

i3-MARKET
SW

Auditable
accounting

Trust, security,
and privacy

Auditable
accounting
API

i3-MARKET
SW

Monetization Trust, security,
and privacy

Pricing
manager API,
Tokenizer
API, and non-
repudiation
protocol
library

i3-MARKET
SW

Data access Data access Data access
API, standard
payments
system, and
data transfer

i3-MARKET
SW
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Table 2.6 Continued.
SW
Component

Building block Services Type Technology

Semantic Semantics Semantic
engine API
(metadata
registry
management,
data
offerings,
and federated
query
discovery)

i3-MARKET
SW

MongoDB

Backplane API Backplane i3-MARKET
SW

LoopBack4

SDK-RI Reference
implementation

i3-MARKET
SW

Java

Web-RI Reference
implementation

i3-MARKET
SW

Finally, the “Third-party SW” layer will be mainly in charge of providing
the software stack identified as software requirements by the i3-MARKET
system. These software requirements are: Hyperledger Besu, CockroachDB,
Loopback4, and Keycloak. The Table 2.7 summarise the i3M pilot third party
artifacts used.

Table 2.7 i3M pilots’ third-party artifacts.
SW Component Building

block
Type Technology

Blockchain framework Blockchain
network

Third-party SW Hyperledger Besu

Distributed storage Data storage Third-party SW CockroachDB
(deployed standalone)

Decentralized storage Data storage Third-party SW RocksDB
Security server Trust,

security,
and privacy

Third-party SW Keycloak

Regarding “DevOps Stack” and “Cloud provisioning and management”,
these two layers are out of scope of the stack provided by i3-MARKET on
each external instance. This is mainly because of two reasons:

• Each pilot is responsible for deciding, deploying, and using the nodes
management and service monitoring tools most suitable to its needs and
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restrictions. Thus, for example, IBM pilot has decided to use Trivy3 for
scanning vulnerabilities in the deployment of its i3-MARKET instance.

• As it was commented in the infrastructure sections, self-management by
the pilot is assumed where to deploy each artifact. Therefore the “Cloud
provisioning and management” layer is now under the scope of the pilot
administrators.

3 https://www.aquasec.com/products/trivy/
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Backplane API Gateway

3.1 Objectives

The Backplane gateway system is the building block in charge of offering
to all participants and marketplaces access to the Backplane system. The
goal of the Backplane API is therefore twofold: on the one hand, it serves
an integrated API endpoint for all the i3-MARKET services offered by i3-
MARKET and implemented in the respective building blocks. On the other
hand, it provides secure mechanisms for preventing not-allowed accesses.

In terms of internal connections with other i3-MARKET building blocks,
Backplane gateway system has secure communication with the rest of sub-
systems to integrate their services into the Backplane API, in order to provide
secure access to authorized clients.

The Backplane API is the set of endpoints exposed by the gateway. It
comprises all the publicly available endpoints of the subsystems integrated
with the Backplane, as well as a few other endpoints, belonging to the
Backplane itself, used in the authentication/authorization flows.

The API follows the OpenApi Specification 3.01. Furthermore, the end-
points corresponding to each subsystem are generated automatically based
on the subsystem’s own OpenApi specification, using the service integrator
engine, written in Dart.

In Figure 3.1, there is an overview of the overall Backplane gateway
architecture. It shows how the Backplane router incorporates all subsystem
endpoints; so it can redirect each query to the corresponding subsystem,
applying an authentication layer above to avoid unauthorized requests. Users
can access to the Backplane gateway via the Backplane API, which publishes
all available subsystems together with their endpoints, being totally agnostic
of its implementation and how to access the subsystem directly.

1https://swagger.io/specification/

19
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Figure 3.1 Backplane gateway architecture.

The Backplane gateway exposes all subsystem endpoints through a single
Backplane API. This simplifies the user interaction with the system; further-
more, it provides an auto-generated documentation that follows the OpenApi
specification (OAS).

3.2 Solution Design/Blocks

3.2.1 Authentication and authorization

In the current Backplane API gateway implementation, OAuth 2.02 authen-
tication flow is used. Combined together with OpenID Connect (OIDC)3,
that provides a simple identity layer on top. Using OAuth Authorization
Code flow (see Figure 3.2), a JWT token is generated at the end of the
login flow, which, later, can be used in subsequent queries to authen-
ticate clients against subsystem endpoints, using the Backplane API as
gateway.

2https://oauth.net/2/
3https://openid.net/connect/
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3.2.1.1 Authentication
Clients are expected to request their JWT token through a given login
endpoint, to further request secured endpoints using those credentials.

Thanks to the OpenID Connect identity layer, scopes and claims can be
used. Each endpoint can declare a set of scopes, which will be later used
to ensure that the requesting user has enough privileges, in a claim-based
authorization fashion.

Figure 3.2 Backplane authentication flow overview.

There is a description of each connection considered during the authenti-
cation flow described in Figure 3.2:

1. Login browser redirect: When a user requests a Backplane authenti-
cated endpoint without providing the required credentials, it is redirected
to the identity provider authorization page (OIDC provider).

2. Auth grant issue: In case login succeeds, an authorization grant is
issued and provided to the client.

3. JWT request: The client requests an access token, providing the Auth
grant code.

4. Generate JWT: Now, the Backplane generates an access token JWT,
adding the user claims that are requested to our identity provider.
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5. Request endpoint: The client uses the previously generated JWT to
authenticate their requests to the Backplane.

6. Redirect request: In case the user has enough privileges to access
the requested endpoint, checking the endpoint scope and user claims,
the Backplane will redirect the query to the corresponding subsystem
endpoint.

3.2.1.2 Authorization
After performing the whole authentication flow, clients will end up with two
JWT tokens:

• access_token: Contains the subject id, together with the scope.
• id_token: Contains information about the user itself, including the

Verifiable Credentials associated with the corresponding claims, based
on the user profile.

Clients are expecting to provide those tokens in the header part when
querying a secured endpoint. Figure 3.3 illustrates the authorization flow.

Figure 3.3 Backplane authorization flow overview.

1. Secured endpoint query: Clients are expected to include the
access_token and id_token headers when requesting a Backplane
authenticated endpoint.
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2. Retrieve JWKS4: The OIDC uses token asynchronous validation; so
the Backplane just needs to retrieve the JWKS, an array of public
cryptographic keys, in order to validate each token in offline mode using
EdDSA5, a public-key cryptography signature algorithm.

3. Validate tokens: The Backplane internally validates the tokens’ sig-
nature and verifies that the user has the required claims to access the
endpoint.

4. Query: The query is redirected to the subsystem, together with the
id_token header, containing a JWT token that describes the requester.

3.2.2 Subsystem implementation

While subsystems do not need to worry about authentication, they need to
indicate in their OAS specification which of their endpoints are protected and
which are not. To mark an endpoint as protected, it must include:

• JWT security reference: The endpoint specification must show that
JWT is used as a means of authentication. This is done by adding de JWT
schema to the security field, specifying if needed the claims required to
access the endpoint.

 

Figure 3.3. Backplane authorization flow overview. 

 

1. Secured endpoint query: Clients are expected to include the access_token and 
id_token headers when requesting a Backplane authenticated endpoint. 
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3.2.2  Subsystem implementation 
While subsystems do not need to worry about authentication, they need to indicate in their 
OAS specification which of their endpoints are protected and which are not. To mark an 
endpoint as protected, it must include: 

 JWT security reference: The endpoint specification must show that JWT is used as 
a means of authentication. This is done by adding de JWT schema to the security 
field, specifying if needed the claims required to access the endpoint. 

“security”: [ 

  { 

    “jwt”: [“consumer”] 

  } 

] 

Then, clients must define the security schema as an ApiKey, expected to be presented in the 
header id_token: 

                                                 
4 JSON Web Key Sets (https://auth0.com/docs/secure/tokens/json-web-tokens/json-web-key-sets). 

5 https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc8032  

Then, clients must define the security schema as an ApiKey, expected to
be presented in the header id_token:

• JWT security schema: Add the following security schema to the
subsystem OpenApi specification (OAS):

 JWT security schema: Add the following security schema to the subsystem 
OpenApi specification (OAS): 

"securitySchemes":{ 

 "jwt":{ 

  "type": "apiKey", 

  "in": "header", 

  "name": "id_token" 

 } 

}, 

Note: There is no need to define the access_token explained before, as it is only being used 
by the Backplane itself; so, subsystems can ignore it. 

With the above-stated OAS modifications, the service integrator engine will add the required 
authorization mechanism to each endpoint, automatically, during Backplane deployment 
pipeline, as described in Section 3.2.5. 

 

3.2.3  Data flows 
When a service is integrated into the Backplane, it means that its resources can be 
accessed through the Backplane itself. So, when a client application accesses to a resource 
into the Backplane, it will redirect the request to the final resource path, specified in the 
resource provider OAS file. 

Thanks to this approach, the client is agnostic of the final location of the required service, 
being all handled by the Backplane. 

The Backplane establishes a communication using JWT authentication between the 
Backplane and the service to ensure data protection. This communication can also be easily 
secured using certificates HTTPs/TLS.  

 

 

3.2.4  Service Integration Manager 
The service integration manager is one of the key components of the i3-MARKET 
Backplane. It ensures the easy integration of any subsystem service to the i3-MARKET 
Backplane, using OpenAPI specification as bridge.  

The Manager is written in Dart6 and is the one responsible for external service integration to 

the Backplane API; so it is capable of acting as a gateway for this new service. In Figure , 
there is an overview of how the service integration manager works, proceeding with the 
following steps: 

1. Generate resources: Given a new service OpenAPI specification, it runs the 
Loopback CLI OpenAPI generator command7, which generates the specified 
controllers and data sources that later will be integrated into the final Backplane API 
Docker image. 

2. Integrate + Build: As the Loopback CLI just provides a set of skeletons, some 
modifications need to be performed to the previously generated sources, customizing 

                                                 
6 https://dart.dev/  

7 https://loopback.io/doc/en/lb4/OpenAPI-generator.html  

4JSON Web Key Sets (https://auth0.com/docs/secure/tokens/json-web-tokens/json-web-
key-sets).

5https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc8032
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Note: There is no need to define the access_token explained before, as it
is only being used by the Backplane itself; so, subsystems can ignore it.

With the above-stated OAS modifications, the service integrator engine
will add the required authorization mechanism to each endpoint, automati-
cally, during Backplane deployment pipeline, as described in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.3 Data flows

When a service is integrated into the Backplane, it means that its resources
can be accessed through the Backplane itself. So, when a client application
accesses to a resource into the Backplane, it will redirect the request to the
final resource path, specified in the resource provider OAS file.

Thanks to this approach, the client is agnostic of the final location of the
required service, being all handled by the Backplane.

The Backplane establishes a communication using JWT authentication
between the Backplane and the service to ensure data protection. This
communication can also be easily secured using certificates HTTPs/TLS.

3.2.4 Service Integration Manager

The service integration manager is one of the key components of the i3-
MARKET Backplane. It ensures the easy integration of any subsystem ser-
vice to the i3-MARKET Backplane, using OpenAPI specification as bridge.

The Manager is written in Dart6 and is the one responsible for external
service integration to the Backplane API; so it is capable of acting as a
gateway for this new service. In Figure 3.4, there is an overview of how the
service integration manager works, proceeding with the following steps:

1. Generate resources: Given a new service OpenAPI specification, it
runs the Loopback CLI OpenAPI generator command7, which generates
the specified controllers and data sources that later will be integrated
into the final Backplane API Docker image.

2. Integrate + Build: As the Loopback CLI just provides a set of skeletons,
some modifications need to be performed to the previously generated
sources, customizing them for our use case. Then, it can be integrated
to the Backplane API base code, building the final Backplane Docker
image, ready to be used for deployment.

6https://dart.dev/
7https://loopback.io/doc/en/lb4/OpenAPI-generator.html
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Figure 3.4 Service integrator process overview.

3.2.5 Automatic integration mechanism

In order to provide an easy onboarding experience, it is mandatory to
build mechanisms to achieve easy and automated marketplaces and service
integration. In order to achieve these goals, the consortium decided to use
GitLab CI pipelines8 together with Ansible playbooks9, being GitLab respon-
sible of artifact generation and Ansible of the deployment to i3-MARKET
nodes.

3.2.6 Subsystem OAS repository

The integration process begins when an i3-MARKET maintainer validates
a given subsystem OAS (OpenApi specification) and, hence, merges a pull
request into the master branch adding or modifying a definition.

The lack of validation proofs hinders the i3-MARKET maintainer job,
causing sometimes the approval of OAS files with errors or incompatibilities,
which in the end break the Backplane. At this point, we found the need of
implementing a CI/CD pipeline with a job responsible for validating the
files, together with the correct integration within the Backplane base code,
as described in Figure 3.5, performing the following steps in order:

1. Validate the OAS file: All the OAS files are collected and the API
definition of each one is validated, using the npm swagger-cli10 utility.

8https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/ci/pipelines/
9https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/user_guide/playbooks_intro.html

10https://www.npmjs.com/package/swagger-cli
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2. Clone Backplane repository: In this step, we are cloning the Backplane
repository. This is a needed step in order to verify the OAS files are
compatible with the integrator and the Backplane itself.

3. Integrate OAS: In this step, using the latest integrator engine available,
we are integrating all the OAS files into the base Backplane code. In
case some error or incompatibly is reported, the whole pipeline fails and
notifies the i3-MARKET maintainer.

4. Integration test: This step starts a Backplane instance only accessible
locally. Then, using a tool called schemathesis11, we are testing all the
endpoints of the Greeter subsystem12, making sure none of them return
an error 5XX. Note the tool is not testing all the subsystem endpoints,
given the fact that we cannot assume the status of all of them. We found
out that scanning a single known subsystem is enough to detect common
failures.

5. Release new version: At this moment, we could say the OAS files are
safe to be deployed; so, a new tag is being created and pushed into the
Backplane repository. Triggering the Backplane automatic integration
pipeline is explained in the next section.

Figure 3.5 Subsystem OAS automatic integration mechanism overview.

3.2.7 Backplane repository

Validated updates on the subsystem OAS repository trigger the Backplane
automatic integration mechanism, described in Figure 3.6, performing the
following steps in order:

1. Run the service integrator engine: The engine artifact is collected
from the corresponding code repository, and the code components that

11https://github.com/schemathesis/schemathesis
12Mockup of an OAS subsystem, created as an example for the rest of partners.
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later will be integrated to the final Backplane artifact are generated. The
functionality of the service integrator is fully explained in the previous
section.

2. Check vulnerabilities: In this phase, a vulnerability check using Trivy13

is performed, a vulnerability scanner developed by AquaSecurity14. This
step scans NPM and OS libraries, marking the pipeline as failed in case
any critical vulnerability is found.

3. Integration test: This step verifies the functionality of the fully inte-
grated Backplane, as explained in the section before (subsystem OAS
repository).

4. Build image: Using the code stored in the Backplane repository,
together with the output of the service integrator, a new Docker image
for production deployment is generated and uploaded to the project
registry; so future deployment can easily be performed using Docker.

5. Deploy: The pipeline triggers the deployment Ansible playbooks, which
deploy the Backplane API using the Docker image built previously,
along with the i3-MARKET SDK Docker image.

6. Update the developer portal: In parallel to this process, because a new
OAS has been uploaded to the project, the developer portal must be
updated, triggering the documentation repository pipeline. It generates a
new developer portal artifact and deploys it using GitLab Pages15.

3.2.7.1 Remote images
All production-ready images can be found in the private and public repos-
itories managed by the consortium (GitLab and Nexus). Currently, we are
providing two different image flavours:

• Major.minor.patch: Base Backplane image, which includes the latest
subsystem OAS available at the build instant.

• Major.minor.patch-with-integrator: Built from the base image,
although it also includes the integrator binary under /integrator path.
This image provides a custom entry point that will check the existence
of custom OAS files under /home/node/app/specs. If affirmed, the inte-
grator will integrate those specs into the base Backplane image before

13https://github.com/aquasecurity/trivy
14https://www.aquasec.com/
15https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/pages/
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Figure 3.6 Backplane automatic integration mechanism overview.

running the Backplane; otherwise, the integration phase will be skipped,
and the Backplane will be executed using the latest OAS definitions at
the image compilation instant.

Both image flavours can be pulled using the described versioning format
(major.minor.patch) or the latest tag to get the most recent version.

3.2.8 Final deployment

Final deployment phase, described in Figure 3.7, is orchestrated using a single
Ansible playbook triggered by the GitLab CI pipeline described before. Actu-
ally, during this testing phase, four i3-MARKET nodes are being considered,
each one performing the following tasks:

1. Get config files: Queries against i3-MARKET nexus repository are
being executed in order to obtain the required configuration files for each
node.

2. Get Backplane Docker image: The latest Backplane image is retrieved
from the GitLab Docker image registry used in the artifact construction
phase.

3. Start Backplane container: Now, the running container is replaced,
launching a new one with the latest image, configuring the volumes and
environment variables required.
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Figure 3.7 Ansible playbook run overview.

3.2.9 Multiple environments support

One of the limitations found in the current Backplane was the lack of support
for multiple environment deployments. Specific OAS files had to be written
for each environment, identical, except for the servers’ annotation, that might
differ based on the environment characteristics. Instead, we found out a way
to support this requirement without having to duplicate OAS definitions.

Right now, we are using the Open API “servers” specification to indicate
all servers providing the stated service, using custom tags to identify the ones
to be used in each environment. For example:

1. Get config files: Queries against i3-MARKET nexus repository are being executed 

in order to obtain the required configuration files for each node. 

2. Get Backplane Docker image: The latest Backplane image is retrieved from the 

GitLab Docker image registry used in the artifact construction phase. 

3. Start Backplane container: Now, the running container is replaced, launching a 

new one with the latest image, configuring the volumes and environment variables 

required. 

 

Figure 3.7. Ansible playbook run overview. 

3.2.9  Multiple environments support 
One of the limitations found in the current Backplane was the lack of support for multiple 
environment deployments. Specific OAS files had to be written for each environment, 
identical, except for the servers’ annotation, that might differ based on the environment 
characteristics. Instead, we found out a way to support this requirement without having to 
duplicate OAS definitions. 

Right now, we are using the Open API “servers” specification to indicate all servers providing 
the stated service, using custom tags to identify the ones to be used in each environment. 
For example: 

{ 

 "servers": [ 

  { 

    "url": "http://conflict-resolver-service:3000/", 

    "x-tags": ["docker-compose"] 

  }, 

  { 

    "url": "http://node1.i3-MARKET.com:8888/", 

    "x-tags": ["nodes"] 

  }, 

  { 

    "url": "http://node2.i3-MARKET.com:8888/", 

    "x-tags": ["nodes"] 

  } 

 ], 

} 

In the previous definition, there are three different nodes providing the same service. Using 
the “x-tags,” we can tag each server in order to choose at start-up time which set of servers 
has to use the Backplane to redirect the queries for each service. 
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In the previous definition, there are three different nodes providing the
same service. Using the “x-tags,” we can tag each server in order to choose
at start-up time which set of servers has to use the Backplane to redirect the
queries for each service.

The Backplane can filter and choose the most convenient server based
on the SERVER_FILTER_TAGS environment variable definition, a comma
separated list of tags to indicate the servers to use.

Figure 3.8 shows one server that can be used to redirect queries; hence,
in case the previous selector gets multiple server options, a DNS resolution
probe is executed for each hostname to choose the first available option.
Given the heterogeneity of subsystems, the Backplane cannot assure avail-
ability of each server, as it lacks any liveness endpoint definition to test;
furthermore, the Backplane is agnostic of the service functionality that it
provides and its behaviour. Below, there is an example considering only the
nodes tagged with “node,” where node2 is being selected because node1
failed the DNS resolution.

Figure 3.8 Server election process example.

We are aware that this approach is quite naïve, as host DNS availability
does not prove there is a current API working in the server. However, it solves
common issues of multiple environment deployments.

In order to improve the server election mechanism, we would need to
enforce a liveness/readiness endpoint in marketplace definitions, which could
also lead to including algorithms to failback to an alternative server in case
the main one fails.
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3.3 Interfaces
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with “node,” where node2 is being selected because node1 failed the DNS resolution. 
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3.3.12 Queues3.3.12 Queues 
PATCH/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues/{queue_id}/activate 

Switch status queue 

PATCH/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues/{queue_id}/deactivate 

Switch status queue 

GET/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues/{queue_id} 

Get queues by id 

DELETE/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues/{queue_id} 

Delete queue 

POST/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues 

Post queues 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues 

Get queues 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services/{service_id} 

Get services by id 

DELETE/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services/{service_id} 

Delete service 

POST/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services 

Create service 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services 

Get services 

3.3.13 Subscriptions 
GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/users/subscriptions/{category} 

Returns a Json containing a list of users subscribed to that category 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/users/subscriptions 

Get all user subscriptions 

PATCH/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions/{subscription_id}/activate 

Activate or deactivate user subscription 

PATCH/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions/{subscription_id}/deactivat

e 

Activate or deactivate user subscription 

GET/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions/{subscription_id} 

3.3.13 Subscriptions

3.3.12 Queues 
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PATCH/notification-manager-
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GET/notification-manager-
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Get queues by id 

DELETE/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues/{queue_id} 

Delete queue 

POST/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues 

Post queues 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services/{service_id}/queues 

Get queues 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services/{service_id} 

Get services by id 

DELETE/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services/{service_id} 

Delete service 

POST/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services 

Create service 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/services 

Get services 

3.3.13 Subscriptions 
GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/users/subscriptions/{category} 

Returns a Json containing a list of users subscribed to that category 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/users/subscriptions 

Get all user subscriptions 

PATCH/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions/{subscription_id}/activate 

Activate or deactivate user subscription 

PATCH/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions/{subscription_id}/deactivat

e 

Activate or deactivate user subscription 

GET/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions/{subscription_id} 
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Get user subscription by user_id and subscription_id 

DELETE/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions/{subscription_id} 

Delete subscription by user_id and subscription_id 

POST/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions 

Create subscription to category 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions 

Get Subscriptions by Userid 

3.3.14 PingController 
GET/ping 

GET/pingConsumer 

GET/pingProvider 

GET/pingUser 

3.3.15 Cost-controller 
GET/pricingManager/fee/getfee 

Get I3M fee 

PUT/pricingManager/fee/setfee 

Set I3M fee 

3.3.16 Price-controller 
GET/pricingManager/price/checkformulaconfiguration 

Check formula and parameter consistency 

GET/pricingManager/price/getformulajsonconfiguration 

Get configuration using Json format 

GET/pricingManager/price/getprice 

Get the price of data 

PUT/pricingManager/price/setformulaconstant 

Set formula constant 

PUT/pricingManager/price/setformulajsonconfiguration 

Set configuration using Json format 

PUT/pricingManager/price/setformulaparameter 

Set formula parameter 

PUT/pricingManager/price/setformulawithdefaultconfiguration 

Set formula with default values for constants and parameters 

3.3.17 RatingService 
GET/rating/api/agreements/{id}/isRated 

3.3.14 PingController
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Get user subscription by user_id and subscription_id 

DELETE/notification-manager-

oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions/{subscription_id} 

Delete subscription by user_id and subscription_id 

POST/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions 

Create subscription to category 

GET/notification-manager-oas/api/v1/users/{user_id}/subscriptions 

Get Subscriptions by Userid 

3.3.14 PingController 
GET/ping 

GET/pingConsumer 

GET/pingProvider 

GET/pingUser 

3.3.15 Cost-controller 
GET/pricingManager/fee/getfee 

Get I3M fee 

PUT/pricingManager/fee/setfee 

Set I3M fee 

3.3.16 Price-controller 
GET/pricingManager/price/checkformulaconfiguration 

Check formula and parameter consistency 

GET/pricingManager/price/getformulajsonconfiguration 

Get configuration using Json format 

GET/pricingManager/price/getprice 

Get the price of data 

PUT/pricingManager/price/setformulaconstant 

Set formula constant 

PUT/pricingManager/price/setformulajsonconfiguration 

Set configuration using Json format 

PUT/pricingManager/price/setformulaparameter 

Set formula parameter 

PUT/pricingManager/price/setformulawithdefaultconfiguration 

Set formula with default values for constants and parameters 

3.3.17 RatingService 
GET/rating/api/agreements/{id}/isRated 
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3.3.17 RatingService
GET/rating/api/agreements/{id}/isRated 

Check if an agreement is rated 

GET/rating/api/agreements/{id}/rating 

Get the rating object of a specified agreement 

GET/rating/api/consumers/{pk}/agreements 

Get the terminated agreements of the consumer 

GET/rating/api/consumers/{did}/ratings 

Get the ratings of the consumer 

GET/rating/api/providers/{pk}/agreements 

Get the terminated agreements of the provider 

GET/rating/api/providers/{did}/ratings 

Get the ratings of the provider 

GET/rating/api/providers/{did}/totalRating 

Get the average rating of the provider 

GET/rating/api/questions 

Get all the questions 

POST/rating/api/ratings/{id}/respond 

Respond to a rating object 

PUT/rating/api/ratings/{id} 

Edit an existing Rating 

GET/rating/api/ratings/{id} 

Get a single rating. 

DELETE/rating/api/ratings/{id} 

Delete a single rating. 

POST/rating/api/ratings 

Create a new rating 

GET/rating/api/ratings 

Get all the ratings 

3.3.18 Agreement 
GET/sc-manager-oas/check_active_agreements 

Check active agreements 

POST/sc-manager-oas/check_agreements_by_consumer 

Check agreements by consumer 

GET/sc-manager-oas/check_agreements_by_data_offering/{offering_id} 

Check agreements by data offering 

POST/sc-manager-oas/check_agreements_by_provider 

Check agreements by provider 

3.3.18 Agreement

Check if an agreement is rated 

GET/rating/api/agreements/{id}/rating 

Get the rating object of a specified agreement 

GET/rating/api/consumers/{pk}/agreements 

Get the terminated agreements of the consumer 

GET/rating/api/consumers/{did}/ratings 

Get the ratings of the consumer 

GET/rating/api/providers/{pk}/agreements 

Get the terminated agreements of the provider 

GET/rating/api/providers/{did}/ratings 

Get the ratings of the provider 

GET/rating/api/providers/{did}/totalRating 

Get the average rating of the provider 

GET/rating/api/questions 

Get all the questions 

POST/rating/api/ratings/{id}/respond 

Respond to a rating object 

PUT/rating/api/ratings/{id} 

Edit an existing Rating 

GET/rating/api/ratings/{id} 

Get a single rating. 

DELETE/rating/api/ratings/{id} 

Delete a single rating. 

POST/rating/api/ratings 

Create a new rating 

GET/rating/api/ratings 

Get all the ratings 

3.3.18 Agreement 
GET/sc-manager-oas/check_active_agreements 

Check active agreements 

POST/sc-manager-oas/check_agreements_by_consumer 

Check agreements by consumer 

GET/sc-manager-oas/check_agreements_by_data_offering/{offering_id} 

Check agreements by data offering 

POST/sc-manager-oas/check_agreements_by_provider 

Check agreements by provider 
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POST/sc-manager-

oas/create_agreement_raw_transaction/{sender_address} 

Create agreement 

POST/sc-manager-oas/deploy_signed_transaction 

Deploy signed transaction 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/enforce_penalty 

Enforce penalty 

POST/sc-manager-oas/evaluate_signed_resolution 

Verify a signed resolution 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_agreement/{agreement_id} 

Get agreement 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_pricing_model/{agreement_id} 

Get agreement's pricing model 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_state/{agreement_id} 

Get the state of the agreement 

POST/sc-manager-oas/propose_penalty 

Choose penalty 

GET/sc-manager-oas/retrieve_agreements/{consumer_public_key} 

Retrieve the active agreements, which start date is reached, based on consumer public key 

GET/sc-manager-oas/template/{offering_id} 

Request template with static and dynamic parameters 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/terminate 

Terminate agreement 

3.3.19 Explicit user consent 
GET/sc-manager-oas/check_consent_status/{dataOfferingId} 

Check consent status 

POST/sc-manager-oas/deploy_consent_signed_transaction 

Deploy consent signed transaction 

POST/sc-manager-oas/give_consent 

Give consent 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/revoke_consent 

Revoke consent 

3.3.20  Registration-offering 
GET/semantic-

engine/api/registration/ActiveOfferingByCategory/{category} 

Get a registered active data offerings by category 

3.3.19 Explicit user consent

POST/sc-manager-

oas/create_agreement_raw_transaction/{sender_address} 

Create agreement 

POST/sc-manager-oas/deploy_signed_transaction 

Deploy signed transaction 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/enforce_penalty 

Enforce penalty 

POST/sc-manager-oas/evaluate_signed_resolution 

Verify a signed resolution 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_agreement/{agreement_id} 

Get agreement 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_pricing_model/{agreement_id} 

Get agreement's pricing model 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_state/{agreement_id} 

Get the state of the agreement 

POST/sc-manager-oas/propose_penalty 

Choose penalty 

GET/sc-manager-oas/retrieve_agreements/{consumer_public_key} 

Retrieve the active agreements, which start date is reached, based on consumer public key 

GET/sc-manager-oas/template/{offering_id} 

Request template with static and dynamic parameters 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/terminate 

Terminate agreement 

3.3.19 Explicit user consent 
GET/sc-manager-oas/check_consent_status/{dataOfferingId} 

Check consent status 

POST/sc-manager-oas/deploy_consent_signed_transaction 

Deploy consent signed transaction 

POST/sc-manager-oas/give_consent 

Give consent 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/revoke_consent 

Revoke consent 

3.3.20  Registration-offering 
GET/semantic-

engine/api/registration/ActiveOfferingByCategory/{category} 

Get a registered active data offerings by category 

3.3.20 Registration-offering

POST/sc-manager-

oas/create_agreement_raw_transaction/{sender_address} 

Create agreement 

POST/sc-manager-oas/deploy_signed_transaction 

Deploy signed transaction 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/enforce_penalty 

Enforce penalty 

POST/sc-manager-oas/evaluate_signed_resolution 

Verify a signed resolution 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_agreement/{agreement_id} 

Get agreement 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_pricing_model/{agreement_id} 

Get agreement's pricing model 

GET/sc-manager-oas/get_state/{agreement_id} 

Get the state of the agreement 

POST/sc-manager-oas/propose_penalty 

Choose penalty 

GET/sc-manager-oas/retrieve_agreements/{consumer_public_key} 

Retrieve the active agreements, which start date is reached, based on consumer public key 

GET/sc-manager-oas/template/{offering_id} 

Request template with static and dynamic parameters 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/terminate 

Terminate agreement 

3.3.19 Explicit user consent 
GET/sc-manager-oas/check_consent_status/{dataOfferingId} 

Check consent status 

POST/sc-manager-oas/deploy_consent_signed_transaction 

Deploy consent signed transaction 

POST/sc-manager-oas/give_consent 

Give consent 

PUT/sc-manager-oas/revoke_consent 

Revoke consent 

3.3.20  Registration-offering 
GET/semantic-

engine/api/registration/ActiveOfferingByCategory/{category} 

Get a registered active data offerings by category 
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GET/semantic-

engine/api/registration/ActiveOfferingByProvider/{id}/providerId 

Get a registered active data offering by provider 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/categories-list 

Get a list of all categories 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/contract-

parameter/{offeringId}/offeringId 

Get contract parameters by offering id 

POST/semantic-engine/api/registration/data-offering 

Register a data offering 

DELETE/semantic-engine/api/registration/delete-offering/{id} 

Delete a data offering 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-

activeOffering/{id}/providerId 

Get a registered active data offering by provider 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-

activeOffering/{category} 

Get a registered active federated data offering by category 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-contract-

parameter/{id}/offeringId 

Get contract parameters by offering id in federated search 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-

offering/getActiveOfferingByText/{text}/text 

Get a registered data offering by text/keyword 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-

offering/textSearch/text/{text} 

Get a registered data offering by text/keyword in federated search 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-

offering/{id}/offeringId 

Get a registered data offering by offering id 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-offering/{category} 

Get a registered data offering by category 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-offerings-list/on-

Active 

Get a list of offerings for active in federated search 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-offerings-list/on-

SharedNetwork 

Get a list of offerings for shared status in federated search 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-offerings-list 

Get a list of offerings 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/federated-providers-list 
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Get a list of providers 

GET/semantic-

engine/api/registration/getActiveOfferingByText/{text}/text 

Get a registered data offering by text/keyword 

GET/semantic-

engine/api/registration/getOfferingByActiveAndShareDataWithThirdPart

y/{active}/{shareDataWithThirdParty} 

Get a registered data offering by active and sharedWithThirdParty status 

GET/semantic-

engine/api/registration/getOfferingBySharedAndTransferableAndFreePri

ce/{shared}/{transfer}/{freePrice} 

Get a registered data offering by shared and transferable and FreePrice status 

GET/semantic-

engine/api/registration/offering/ByTitleAndPricingModelName/{dataOff

eringTitle}/{pricingModelName} 

Get a registered data offering by title and pricing model name 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offering/offering-template 

Download offering template 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offering/provider/{providerId} 

Get data provider by providerId 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offering/{id}/offeringId 

Get a registered data offering by offering id 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offering/{id}/providerId 

Get a registered data offering by provider id 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offering/{category} 

Get a registered data offering by category 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offerings 

Get total offering and its list 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offerings-list/on-SharedNetwork 

Get a list of offerings for shared status 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offerings-list/on-active 

Get a list of offerings for active 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/offerings-list 

Get a list of offerings 

DELETE/semantic-engine/api/registration/provider/{providerId}/delete 

Delete a data provider by providerId 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/providers/{category}/category 

Get a list of providers by category 

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/providers-list 

Get a list of providers 
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GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/textSearch/text/{text} 

Get a registered data offering by text/keyword 

PUT/semantic-engine/api/registration/update-offering 

Update already registered offering info 

POST/semantic-engine/api/registration 

Register provider info 

3.3.21 TokenizerController 
POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/clearing 

Retrieve the transaction object to start the marketplace clearing operation 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/exchange-in 

Retrieve the transaction object to perform an exchangeIn. 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/exchange-out 

Retrieve the transaction object to perform an exchangeOut 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/fee-payment 

Generate the fee payment transaction object 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/set-paid 

Generate the payment transaction object 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/operations 

Get list of operations 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/balances/{address} 

Get the balance for a specific account 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/community-wallet 

Alter the community wallet address and the related community fee 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/marketplaces/{address} 

Get the index of a registered marketplace 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/marketplaces 

Register a marketplace 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/token-transfers/{transferId} 

Get the token transfer given a TransferId 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/transactions/deploy-signed-

transaction 

Deploy a signed transaction 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/transactions/{transactionHash} 

Get the receipt of a transaction given a TransactionHash 

3.3.22 Credential 
GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/issue/{credential}/

callbackUrl/{callbackUrl} 

3.3.21 TokenizerController

GET/semantic-engine/api/registration/textSearch/text/{text} 

Get a registered data offering by text/keyword 

PUT/semantic-engine/api/registration/update-offering 

Update already registered offering info 

POST/semantic-engine/api/registration 

Register provider info 

3.3.21 TokenizerController 
POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/clearing 

Retrieve the transaction object to start the marketplace clearing operation 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/exchange-in 

Retrieve the transaction object to perform an exchangeIn. 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/exchange-out 

Retrieve the transaction object to perform an exchangeOut 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/fee-payment 

Generate the fee payment transaction object 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/operations/set-paid 

Generate the payment transaction object 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/operations 

Get list of operations 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/balances/{address} 

Get the balance for a specific account 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/community-wallet 

Alter the community wallet address and the related community fee 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/marketplaces/{address} 

Get the index of a registered marketplace 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/marketplaces 

Register a marketplace 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/token-transfers/{transferId} 

Get the token transfer given a TransferId 

POST/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/transactions/deploy-signed-

transaction 

Deploy a signed transaction 

GET/tokenization/api/v1/treasury/transactions/{transactionHash} 

Get the receipt of a transaction given a TransactionHash 

3.3.22 Credential 
GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/issue/{credential}/

callbackUrl/{callbackUrl} 
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3.3.22 Credential

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/issue/{credential}/

callbackUrl/{callbackUrl} 

Create a new credential with Veramo framework and store it in the wallet (full flow) 

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/issue/{did}/{creden

tial} 

Generate a new credential with Veramo framework for a specific DID 

POST/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/revoke 

Revoke a credential by JWT 

POST/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/verify 

Verify a credential by JWT 

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential 

Get the credential list 

3.3.23  Issuer 
GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/issuer/subscribe 

Subscribe this issuer in the i3-MARKET trusted issuers list 

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/issuer/unsubscribe 

Unsubscribe this issuer from the i3-MARKET trusted issuers list 

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/issuer/verify 

Verify the subscription status of the issuer 

 

3.3.23 Issuer

Create a new credential with Veramo framework and store it in the wallet (full flow) 

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/issue/{did}/{creden

tial} 

Generate a new credential with Veramo framework for a specific DID 

POST/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/revoke 

Revoke a credential by JWT 

POST/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential/verify 

Verify a credential by JWT 

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/credential 

Get the credential list 

3.3.23  Issuer 
GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/issuer/subscribe 

Subscribe this issuer in the i3-MARKET trusted issuers list 

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/issuer/unsubscribe 

Unsubscribe this issuer from the i3-MARKET trusted issuers list 

GET/verifiableCredentials/release2/vc/issuer/verify 

Verify the subscription status of the issuer 

 





4
Deployment Guides

This section aims to explain how to deploy software within the i3-MARKET
Backplane instances.

4.1 Artifact Deployment Guides

The target audience are the i3-MARKET project developers who are par-
ticipating in the development and deployment of the i3-MARKET Back-
plane.

The i3-MARKET operative considers four possible deployment scenar-
ios, categorized into manual and automatized deployments. These scenarios
are the following:

• Manual deployment scenario one (MDS1)
• Automatized deployment scenario with Ansible (ADS1)
• Automatized deployment scenario with Ansible and GitHub CI/CD

(ADS2)
• Automatized deployment scenario with Docker Compose (ADS3)

Considering an i3-MARKET user role perspective, the main roles
involved in the different deployment scenarios are:

• i3M root instance admin
• i3M SW developer
• i3M third-party SW admin
• i3M pilot instance admin

Table 4.1 provides the mapping between the i3-MARKET user roles and
the previously listed deployment scenarios.

The following subsections describe in detail each identified deployment
scenario.
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Table 4.1 Deployment scenarios and i3M user roles mapping.

Deployment 
scenario/user role 

 i3M root 
instance 
admin 

i3M SW 
developer 

i3M third-
party SW 
admin 

i3M pilot 
instance 
admin 

MDS1 
    

ADS1 
    

ADS2 
    

ADS3 
    

The following subsections describe in detail each identified deployment scenario. 
 

4.2 MDS1: Manual Deployment  
The manual deployment scenario one (MDS1) is based on accessing the physical resources 
by establishing an SSH connection. Once the physical resource is accessed, the user 
proceeds with the SW deployment manually. An overview of MDS1 is provided in Figure 4.1. 
The actors involved in these scenarios are i3M SW developer and i3M third-party SW admin; 
see Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1. MDS1. 

4.3 ADS1: Automatized Deployment with 
Ansible Scenario One 
Automated deployment scenario one (ADS1) is based on the provision of a set of Ansible 
playbooks containing deployment recipes. Playbooks are one of the core features of Ansible 
and tell Ansible what to execute. They are like a to-do list for Ansible that contains a list of 
tasks. Playbooks contain the steps that the user wants to execute on a concrete physical 
resource, and they are run sequentially. From an operative point of view, actors involved in 
this scenario must cover the following deployment workflow: 

1) Create an Ansible template (playbook) with concrete deployment instructions using 
the physical resources specified in Section 4.Error! Reference source not found.. 

2) Start an Ansible job by instantiating the playbook template provided in step 1. 

An overview of ADS1 is provided in Figure 4.2. The actors involved in this scenario are i3M 
IT admin and i3M third-party SW admin. 

4.2 MDS1: Manual Deployment

The manual deployment scenario one (MDS1) is based on accessing the
physical resources by establishing an SSH connection. Once the physical
resource is accessed, the user proceeds with the SW deployment manually.
An overview of MDS1 is provided in Figure 4.1. The actors involved in
these scenarios are i3M SW developer and i3M third-party SW admin; see
Figure 4.1.
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The following subsections describe in detail each identified deployment scenario. 
 

4.2 MDS1: Manual Deployment  
The manual deployment scenario one (MDS1) is based on accessing the physical resources 
by establishing an SSH connection. Once the physical resource is accessed, the user 
proceeds with the SW deployment manually. An overview of MDS1 is provided in Figure 4.1. 
The actors involved in these scenarios are i3M SW developer and i3M third-party SW admin; 
see Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1. MDS1. 

4.3 ADS1: Automatized Deployment with 
Ansible Scenario One 
Automated deployment scenario one (ADS1) is based on the provision of a set of Ansible 
playbooks containing deployment recipes. Playbooks are one of the core features of Ansible 
and tell Ansible what to execute. They are like a to-do list for Ansible that contains a list of 
tasks. Playbooks contain the steps that the user wants to execute on a concrete physical 
resource, and they are run sequentially. From an operative point of view, actors involved in 
this scenario must cover the following deployment workflow: 

1) Create an Ansible template (playbook) with concrete deployment instructions using 
the physical resources specified in Section 4.Error! Reference source not found.. 

2) Start an Ansible job by instantiating the playbook template provided in step 1. 

An overview of ADS1 is provided in Figure 4.2. The actors involved in this scenario are i3M 
IT admin and i3M third-party SW admin. 

Figure 4.1 MDS1.
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4.3 ADS1: Automatized Deployment with Ansible Scenario
One

Automated deployment scenario one (ADS1) is based on the provision of a
set of Ansible playbooks containing deployment recipes. Playbooks are one
of the core features of Ansible and tell Ansible what to execute. They are
like a to-do list for Ansible that contains a list of tasks. Playbooks contain the
steps that the user wants to execute on a concrete physical resource, and they
are run sequentially. From an operative point of view, actors involved in this
scenario must cover the following deployment workflow:

1) Create an Ansible template (playbook) with concrete deployment
instructions using the physical resources specified in Section 4.3.

2) Start an Ansible job by instantiating the playbook template provided in
step 1.

An overview of ADS1 is provided in Figure 4.2. The actors involved in
this scenario are i3M IT admin and i3M third-party SW admin.

 

Figure 4.2. ADS1. 

Finally, Figure 4.3 contains a playbook example showing the main structure in terms of tags 
to be included in i3-MARKET playbooks, which are: name, hosts, vars, and tasks. 

 

Figure 4.3. Ansible playbook example. 

4.4 ADS2: Automated Deployment with 
Ansible and CI/CD GitHub Pipelines Two 
Automatized deployment scenario two (ADS2) is based on the provision of CI/CD pipelines 
with Ansible and GitHub. The only actor involved in this scenario is i3-MARKET SW 
developer. The goal to reach in current deployment scenario should be aligned with i3-
MARKET DevOps strategy and based on the provision of an Ansible Tower CI/CD 
architecture. 

An overview of ADS2 is provided in Figure 4.4. The only actor involved in this scenario is 
i3M SW developer. 

Figure 4.2 ADS1.

Finally, Figure 4.3 contains a playbook example showing the main struc-
ture in terms of tags to be included in i3-MARKET playbooks, which are:
name, hosts, vars, and tasks.
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Figure 4.2. ADS1. 

Finally, Figure 4.3 contains a playbook example showing the main structure in terms of tags 
to be included in i3-MARKET playbooks, which are: name, hosts, vars, and tasks. 

 

Figure 4.3. Ansible playbook example. 

4.4 ADS2: Automated Deployment with 
Ansible and CI/CD GitHub Pipelines Two 
Automatized deployment scenario two (ADS2) is based on the provision of CI/CD pipelines 
with Ansible and GitHub. The only actor involved in this scenario is i3-MARKET SW 
developer. The goal to reach in current deployment scenario should be aligned with i3-
MARKET DevOps strategy and based on the provision of an Ansible Tower CI/CD 
architecture. 

An overview of ADS2 is provided in Figure 4.4. The only actor involved in this scenario is 
i3M SW developer. 

Figure 4.3 Ansible playbook example.

4.4 ADS2: Automated Deployment with Ansible and CI/CD
GitHub Pipelines Two

Automatized deployment scenario two (ADS2) is based on the provision
of CI/CD pipelines with Ansible and GitHub. The only actor involved in
this scenario is i3-MARKET SW developer. The goal to reach in current
deployment scenario should be aligned with i3-MARKET DevOps strategy
and based on the provision of an Ansible Tower CI/CD architecture.

An overview of ADS2 is provided in Figure 4.4. The only actor involved
in this scenario is i3M SW developer.

 

Figure 4.4. ADS2. 

The goal to reach in current deployment scenario should be aligned with i3-MARKET 
DevOps strategy Error! Reference source not found. and based on the provision of an 
Ansible Tower CI/CD architecture. 

Considering the approach presented in Error! Reference source not found., Figure 4.5 
illustrates what we should build to support CI/CD in i3-MARKET using Ansible and GitHub. 

 

Figure 4.5. i3-MARKET CI/CD with Ansible and GitHub. 

 

As is well known, the main purpose of CI is of course to protect the master branch so that it 
always compiles. The only way to do this is to check the code in another branch (like a 
function branch), test that code, review the code, and only merge it with the master once all 
tests pass. The architecture above achieves exactly that and does so with a very simplified 
approach that leverages Ansible Tower as our CI engine. For the CD part, only a few 
additional workflows would be needed to implement artifacts generated by the CI process in 
dev -> test -> production. Using this architecture, one could use the GitHub versions to store 
artifacts. GitHub has the ability to trigger a webhook when the latest version is updated, 
which in turn could trigger an Ansible Tower CD workflow. 

 

Figure 4.4 ADS2.
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The goal to reach in current deployment scenario should be aligned with
i3-MARKET DevOps strategy [? ] and based on the provision of an Ansible
Tower CI/CD architecture.

Considering the approach presented in [? ], Figure 4.5 illustrates what we
should build to support CI/CD in i3-MARKET using Ansible and GitHub.

 

Figure 4.4. ADS2. 
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Ansible Tower CI/CD architecture. 

Considering the approach presented in Error! Reference source not found., Figure 4.5 
illustrates what we should build to support CI/CD in i3-MARKET using Ansible and GitHub. 
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As is well known, the main purpose of CI is of course to protect the master
branch so that it always compiles. The only way to do this is to check the
code in another branch (like a function branch), test that code, review the
code, and only merge it with the master once all tests pass. The architecture
above achieves exactly that and does so with a very simplified approach
that leverages Ansible Tower as our CI engine. For the CD part, only a few
additional workflows would be needed to implement artifacts generated by
the CI process in dev -> test -> production. Using this architecture, one could
use the GitHub versions to store artifacts. GitHub has the ability to trigger a
webhook when the latest version is updated, which in turn could trigger an
Ansible Tower CD workflow.

4.5 ADS3: Automated Deployment with Docker Compose

The last way of automatizing the deployments on i3-MARKET is by means of
Docker Compose1. After the last release of the deployment strategy adopted
by i3-MARKET of having N decentralized i3-MARKET instances + 1 master

1 https://docs.docker.com/compose/
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i3-MARKET instance for centralizing some services, a deployment for sup-
porting the installation of an i3-MARKET instance (a decentralized node) has
been created based on Docker Compose. This Docker Compose is used for
deploying and managing multiple Docker containers, each of them containing
different core and decentralized services developed by i3-MARKET.

This mechanism will allow any marketplace to deploy an i3-MARKET
“pilot environment” in order to be part and interact with the i3-MARKET
ecosystem. Therefore, ADS3 becomes the most useful deployment strat-
egy for supporting i3-MARKET pilots in the deployment of those i3-
MARKET services, which need to be decentralized and installed in the pilot
premises. These services are (see more details in Table 2.6): “backplane”
(Backplane API component), “tokenizer” + “pricing-manager” (Monetization
component), “sdk-ref-impl” (SDK-RI component), “web-ri” + “mongo_web-
ri” (Web-RI), “oidc-provider-app” + “oidc-provider-db” (Service-centric
authentication component), “vc-service” (User-centric authentication com-
ponent), semantic-engine + semantic-engine-db (Semantic engine compo-
nent), data_access (Data access component), auditable-accounting (Auditable
accounting component), besu (Blockchain network pilot node + RocksDB
instance), cockroachdb-node (Distributed storage component), conflict-
resolver-service (Conflict resolution component), rating (Rating component),
and “keycloak” (Security server component).

In terms of the Docker Compose file definition, a set of “.env.component”
files has been created for storing config information relative to the deploy-
ment of each of the services contained in the Docker Compose file. For a first
idea of the compose file, see below in Table 4.2 the header as reference of it.

Table 4.2 i3m-pilots-docker-compose.yml.
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Table 4.2. i3m-pilots-docker-compose.yml. 

version: '3' 

services: 

   backplane: 

     container_name: backplane 

     image: "XX.XX.XX.XX:XXXX/backplane:${BACKPLANE_VERSION}" 

     restart: unless-stopped 

     ports: 

        - 3000:3000 

     env_file: .env.backplane 

     networks: 

       - i3m-net 

     healthcheck: 

        test: "exit 0" 

   tokenizer: 

                                                 
1 https://docs.docker.com/compose/ 
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     image: registry.gitlab.com/i3-market/code/wp3/t3.3/nodejs-tokenization-treasury-api:${TOKENIZER_VERSION} 

     container_name: tokenizer 

     ports: 

        - 3001:3001 

     env_file: .env.tokenizer 

     restart: unless-stopped 

     networks: 

       - i3m-net 

     depends_on: 

       besu: 

           condition: service_healthy 

       postgres: 

           condition: service_healthy 

   sdk-ri: 

     image: registry.gitlab.com/i3-market/code/sdk/i3m-sdk-reference-implementation/sdk-ri:${SDKRI_VERSION} 

     container_name: sdk-ref-impl 

     restart: unless-stopped 

     env_file: .env.sdk-ri 

     ports: 

        - 8181:8080 

     networks: 

       - i3m-net 

     depends_on: 

       backplane: 

           condition: service_healthy 

     command: java -jar /usr/local/jetty/start.jar 

     healthcheck: 

        test: "exit 0" 

   web-ri: 

     image: registry.gitlab.com/i3-market/code/web-ri/web-ri:${WEB_RI_VERSION} 

     container_name: web-ri 

     ports: 

       - 5300:3000 

     env_file: .env.web-ri 

     restart: unless-stopped 

     networks: 

       - i3m-net 

     depends_on: 

       - mongo_web-ri 

     healthcheck: 

       test: "exit 0" 

   mongo_web-ri: 

     image: mongo:${MONGO_WEBRI_VERSION} 

     container_name: mongo_web-ri 

     ports: 
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       - 27017:27017 

     restart: unless-stopped 

     env_file: .env.web-ri 

     networks: 

       - i3m-net 

     command: --quiet --setParameter logLevel=0 

 

Besides installing the decentralized services by means of the Docker Compose file, the 
administrator of the pilot infrastructure must install a wallet. 

4.6 Tagging Releases Strategy 
i3-MARKET has evolved into a complex system where a large number of pieces must 
interact together for a comprehensive and integrated performance. Therefore, the different 
versions released by each single component/microservice should be managed and 
controlled to avoid incompatibilities in the deployments. 

A strategy based on tagging and a compatibility matrix has been defined to deal with the 
release’s compatibility. 

Thus, every version released by a component is formatted as MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH tag, 
and each part changes according to the following rules. 

We increment: 

 MAJOR when breaking backward compatibility; 

 MINOR when adding a new feature which does not break compatibility; 

 PATCH when fixing a bug without breaking compatibility. 

On the other hand, a matrix including the “microservice name”, “microservice version”, and a 
vector of dependencies with other components (and its compatible version) has been 
defined.  

 

Besides installing the decentralized services by means of the Docker
Compose file, the administrator of the pilot infrastructure must install a
wallet.

4.6 Tagging Releases Strategy

i3-MARKET has evolved into a complex system where a large number of
pieces must interact together for a comprehensive and integrated perfor-
mance. Therefore, the different versions released by each single compo-
nent/microservice should be managed and controlled to avoid incompatibili-
ties in the deployments.

A strategy based on tagging and a compatibility matrix has been defined
to deal with the release’s compatibility.

Thus, every version released by a component is formatted as
MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH tag, and each part changes according to the fol-
lowing rules.

We increment:

• MAJOR when breaking backward compatibility;
• MINOR when adding a new feature which does not break compatibility;
• PATCH when fixing a bug without breaking compatibility.

On the other hand, a matrix including the “microservice name”,
“microservice version”, and a vector of dependencies with other components
(and its compatible version) has been defined.

4.7 Deployment Process

At the deployment time, each artifact/service must include in the associated
git project a requirements.txt file providing values in the “USES” columns;
for example, see the requirement.txt for semantic engine in Figure 4.6.
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4.7.1 Docker Compose

Docker Compose is a tool for defining and running multi-container Docker
applications. It allows you to define the services and their dependencies in
a YAML file and run them with a single command. Docker Compose is
especially useful for complex applications that require multiple containers,
such as web applications that use a database and a web server.

The Docker Compose file defines the services, networks, and volumes
for the application. Each service is defined with its own Docker image,
command, environment variables, ports, and volumes. Dependencies between
services can be specified using network connections, and shared volumes can
be defined to allow data to be shared between containers.

Docker Compose can be used to orchestrate the deployment of containers
in a local development environment or in a production environment. It can
be used with Docker Swarm to deploy multi-node applications, and it can be
integrated with other tools such as Jenkins or GitLab CI/CD for continuous
integration and continuous deployment.

Using Docker Compose can provide many benefits for your Docker-based
applications, including the following.

1) Simplified deployment: Docker Compose makes it easy to deploy
multi-container applications with a single command.
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2) Improved scalability: By defining services and their dependencies,
Docker Compose allows you to scale individual components of your
application as needed.

3) Consistent environments: Docker Compose ensures that all services in
your application run in a consistent environment, regardless of the host
system.

4) Easy testing: Docker Compose makes it easy to spin up test environ-
ments with the same configuration as your production environment.

5) Better collaboration: By defining the application configuration in a
YAML file, Docker Compose makes it easy to share and collaborate on
configurations with other team members.

Docker Compose is a powerful tool for defining and deploying multi-
container Docker applications. It simplifies the deployment process and
allows you to scale your applications with ease, while also ensuring con-
sistency across environments and enabling collaboration between team
members.

4.7.2 Technical Requirements

The technical requirements for using Docker Compose include:

1) Docker Engine: Docker Compose requires Docker Engine to be
installed and running on the host system. Docker Engine is a container
runtime that allows you to build, run, and manage Docker containers.

2) YAML file: Docker Compose uses a YAML file to define the services,
networks, and volumes for the application. The YAML file should be
named docker-compose.yml and should be located in the root directory
of the application.

3) Docker images: Docker Compose uses Docker images to create con-
tainers for each service in the application. Docker images can be
obtained from Docker Hub, a public registry of Docker images, or from
a private registry.

4) Network connections: Services in the application may need to commu-
nicate with each other over the network. Docker Compose uses Docker
networks to create isolated network environments for each application.

5) Volumes: Docker Compose allows you to define volumes to share data
between containers and persist data beyond the life of a container.
Volumes can be defined as local host directories or as named volumes.
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6) Environment variables: Docker Compose allows you to define envi-
ronment variables for each service in the application. Environment
variables can be used to configure the behaviour of the container at
runtime.

7) Compose CLI: Docker Compose can be run from the command line
using the Compose CLI. The Compose CLI allows you to start, stop,
and manage Docker Compose applications.

Docker Compose requires a basic understanding of Docker and con-
tainerization concepts, as well as familiarity with YAML syntax. It is
recommended to have a solid understanding of Docker Engine before using
Docker Compose, as it relies heavily on Docker Engine functionality.

4.7.3 Specification and configurations

The specification and configurations of Docker Compose are defined in
a YAML file named “docker-compose.yml”. This file consists of several
sections that define the services, networks, and volumes for the application.

1) Version: The version section specifies the version of the Compose file
format to use. The latest version is version 3.9, but earlier versions may
be used depending on the Docker Engine version being used.

2) Services: The services section defines the individual services that
make up the application. Each service is defined as a separate block,
with its own image, environment variables, ports, volumes, and other
configuration options.

3) Networks: The networks section defines the networks that the services
use to communicate with each other. By default, Docker Compose
creates a network for the application, but additional networks can be
defined as needed.

4) Volumes: The volumes section defines the volumes that are used by
the services to store persistent data. Volumes can be defined as named
volumes or as host directories.

5) Environment variables: The environment section defines environment
variables that are passed to the services. Environment variables can be
used to configure the behaviour of the container at runtime.

6) Deploy: The deploy section specifies additional deployment options for
the services, such as the number of replicas, placement constraints, and
resource limits.
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7) External services: The external_services section is used to define ser-
vices that are provided by external sources, such as a load balancer or a
database that is not part of the Docker Compose application.

These sections can be further configured with various options, such as
image pull policies, container restart policies, logging options, and more.

4.7.4 Deployment

This Docker Compose is used for deploying and managing multiple docker
containers, each of them containing different core and decentralized ser-
vices developed by i3-MARKET. Therefore, ADS3 becomes the most useful
deployment strategy for supporting i3-MARKET pilots in the deployment of
those i3-MARKET services, which need to be decentralized and installed in
the pilot premises. It is a practical guide that makes use of the automated
deployment based on Docker Compose (ADS3).

The required steps are:

1) Clone i3-MARKET deployment repository:

Execute the following command:

practical guide that makes use of the automated deployment based on Docker 
Compose (ADS3). 

The required steps are: 

1) Clone i3-MARKET deployment repository: 
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git clone https://i3m-hackathon-user:userX@github.com/i3-Market-V2-Public-Repository/Support---Deployment-Tools.git 

2) Login into i3-MARKET Nexus and GitLab: 

Execute the following two commands: 

docker login -u i3m-hackathon -p i3m-hackathon X.X.X.X:XXXX 

 

docker login -u i3m-hackathon-user -p userX registry.gitlab.com 

3) Execute docker compose: 

Go to your cloned_dir/docker-compose/i3m-instance and execute the following 
command: 

docker-compose --env-file .env -f .\i3m-pilots-docker-compose.yml up 

To stop services: 

docker-compose --env-file .env -f .\i3m-pilots-docker-compose.yml down 

To verify that all services are up and running: 

 

 

If you have Docker Desktop installed, you can view all running containers under 
the “i3m-instance” as shown in the following image: 
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To stop services:
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5
Operative Specification

An operational specification provides a comprehensive overview of how the
software is expected to function in various operating conditions. It serves as
a road map for software development and testing and ensures that the final
product meets the user’s requirements and expectations.

5.1 Libraries

The list of the different libraries used to integrate into the i3-MARKET
framework is shown below.

Auditable accounting library:

◦ The auditable accounting component is a service that includes an API
to automate the process of logging and auditing interactions between
components and record the registries in the blockchain. The API of
the auditable accounting is accessed through the Backplane API gate-
way. Additionally, the auditable accounting component can be accessed
directly from any internal component of the platform.

◦ License: MIT.
◦ Source code: https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repository/sp3-sc

gbssw-aa-auditableaccounting.
◦ Prerequisites: Node.js, Docker, and Docker Compose.

Wallet client library:

◦ This package defines how to interact with wallets by means of a
typescript interface. Furthermore, it provides a default implementation
called BaseWallet. It uses an interface called KeyWallet to delegate the
complexity of key management to other packages like SW Wallet. Both
interfaces are listed below.

◦ License: Apache License 2.0.
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https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repository/sp3-scgbssw-aa-auditableaccounting.
https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repository/sp3-scgbssw-aa-auditableaccounting.
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◦ Source code: https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repository/sp3-sc
gbssw-i3mwalletmonorepo.

◦ Prerequisites: Node.js.

5.2 i3-MARKET APIs

The update compared to R1 in terms of common services is the following:

i) Notification manager common services: The functionalities related with
notification services and queues were the scope of R2 and R3 and are
listed in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Services and queues common services.

ii) Alerts common services: The functionalities related with alerts were the
scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.

Figure 5.2 Alerts common services.

iii) Conflict resolution common services:
The functionalities related with contradictory conditions enabled by two
methods as shown in Figure 5.3

https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repository/sp3-scgbssw-i3mwalletmonorepo.
https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repository/sp3-scgbssw-i3mwalletmonorepo.
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Figure 5.3 Conflict resolution common services.

   

 
 

Figure 5.4. Contracts common services. 

iv) Contracts common services: The functionalities related with smart contracts 
management were the scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5. Credentials common services. 

vi) Exchange common services: The functionalities related with data exchange were the 
scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.4 Contracts common services.

iv) Contracts common services: The functionalities related with smart con-
tracts management were the scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in
Figure 5.5.

v) Credential common services: The functionalities related with authenti-
cation, identities, and credentials were the scope of R2 and R3 and are
listed in 5.5.

vi) Exchange common services: The functionalities related with data
exchange were the scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5 Contracts common services.

Figure 5.6 Exchange common services.

vii) Notification common services: The functionalities related with notifica-
tions were the scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 Notification common services.

viii) Offering management common services: The functionalities related with
data offering management were the scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in
Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Offering common services.

ix) Pricing managing common services: The functionalities related with
pricing managing were the scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in
Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 Pricing common services.

x) Token managing common services: The functionalities related with
token management were the scope of R2 and R3 and are listed in
Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10 Tokens common services.

5.3 SDKs

The layered SDK approach defined in the mechanism allows to adapt
and extend existing data marketplaces to interface with the i3-MARKET
Backplane.
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Specifically, the layers that are part of the proposed solution for the SDK
are the following:

• SDK-core: This layer aims to simplify the i3-MARKET SDK build-
ing process by generating client stubs for any i3-MARKET backend
endpoint/API, defined with the OpenAPI (formerly known as Swagger)
specification. In this way, therefore, the development team can better
focus on the implementation and adoption of these backend endpoints
or APIs.

• SDK reference implementation (SDK-RI): This layer aims to identify
and provide a set of common services to be implemented for consuming
available Backplane functionalities.

• SDK-execution patterns (SDK-EP): It is including the atomic func-
tions that make use of Backplane API (via SDK) adding some business
logic.

• SDK Web-RI: It is supporting the frontend or GUI integrating the
common services provided by the SDK-RI and that can be reused and
customized as part of the pilot specification and implementation defined
in the context of WP5.

5.4 User Interfaces

To contextualize the i3-MARKET frontend or SDK Web-RI, it is important to
introduce the SDK global approach and is shown in Figure 5.11. SDK Web-
RI would be the top layer on the layered approach defined as part of the SDK
solution for i3-MARKET.

i3-MARKET Web-RI provides a graphical user interface component,
designed to use the reference implementation (SDK-RI) through a user
interface to validate i3-MARKET functionalities from the user’s point of
view. It will be provided as an open-source component for the i3-MARKET
implementation and for future pilots.

Web-RI can be used also by other market players to easily integrate
with i3-MARKET and even set up a marketplace. Web-RI implements the
following basic workflows:

• Register new data offerings and delete data offerings
• Search for offerings
• Create and sign smart contracts
• Purchase data
• Pay for data
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would be the top layer on the layered approach defined as part of the SDK 
solution for i3-MARKET. 

 

                                     Figure 5.11. Implementation pyramid. 

 

i3-MARKET Web-RI provides a graphical user interface component, designed to use 
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MARKET functionalities from the user’s point of view. It will be provided as an open-
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even set up a marketplace. Web-RI implements the following basic workflows: 

• Register new data offerings and delete data offerings 

• Search for offerings 

• Create and sign smart contracts 

• Purchase data 

• Pay for data 
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This section aims to explain how an end-user can operate within the i3-MARKET user 
interface. 

 

5.5 Install i3M Wallet 
Go to repo URL (https://github.com/i3-Market-V3-Public-Repository/SP3-SCGBSSW-
I3mWalletMonorepo/releases) and download the v2.5.6 version suitable for your operating 
system and do the following actions for: 

• Windows operating system: 
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Figure 5.11 Implementation pyramid.

• Transfer data
• Rate data providers

This section aims to explain how an end-user can operate within the i3-
MARKET user interface.

5.5 Install i3M Wallet

Go to repo URL (https://github.com/i3-Market-V3-Public-Repository/SP3-
SCGBSSW-I3mWalletMonorepo/releases) and download the v2.5.6 version
suitable for your operating system and do the following actions for:

• Windows operating system:

◦ Download and execute wallet-desktop-v2.5.6-x64.exe.
◦ The application is a standalone RAR file. Extract it and execute

the i3M Wallet.exe file.

• MacOS operating system:

◦ Open the dmg file and install the wallet desktop application.
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• Linux operating system:

◦ For Debian-based systems, you can use the deb package:

• # change x.x.x for the version.
• sudo dpkg-i wallet-desktop-x.x.x-amd64.deb.

5.6 Create a Wallet and a Consumer and/or Provider
Identity in the Wallet

The first time a user initiates the application, a dialog asking for a password
appears (see following pictures for more details). The user will have to
introduce this password each time the application starts – see Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12 Creating a wallet 1/3.

Create a wallet named i3Market, type HD SW Wallet, and i3Market
network – see Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13. WEB-RI interface. 

 

5.7 Creating a Wallet 2/3 
Create a consumer and/or provider identity (right-click over the i3Market wallet) − Figure 
5.14: 

 

Figure 5.14. Creating a wallet 3/3. 

5.8 Register a New OIDC Client 
Access to your local instance of WEB-RI (i3-MARKET GUI) available in 
http://localhost:5300/ and you will be able to see what is shown in Figure 5.15: 
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Figure 5.14. Creating a wallet 3/3. 

5.8 Register a New OIDC Client 
Access to your local instance of WEB-RI (i3-MARKET GUI) available in 
http://localhost:5300/ and you will be able to see what is shown in Figure 5.15: 

Figure 5.14 Creating a wallet 3/3.

5.8 Register a New OIDC Client

Access to your local instance of WEB-RI (i3-MARKET GUI) available
in http://localhost:5300/ and you will be able to see what is shown in
Figure 5.15:
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Figure 5.15. OIDC client configuration. 

Note: The OIDC client configuration is automatically done from the WEB-RI. Figure 5.16 
enables the interaction directly through the SDK-RI or SDK-core must do it by following 
the next steps. 

No OIDC client registered? Please follow the following steps: 

Ask your i3-MARKET admin for your corresponding “i3-MARKET OpenID Connect 
Provider API”1 (by default, each instance of i3-MARKET has its own provider) endpoint to 
get an initial token for registering a new client (authorize green button). 

 

 

Figure 5.16. Registering an OIDC Client 1/4. 

Try logging in and get initialAccessToken as shown in Figure 5.17. 

 
1 And endpoint similar to: https://XXXX.i3-market.eu/release2/api-spec/ui/#/Developers/get_release2_developers_login 
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Provider API”1 (by default, each instance of i3-MARKET has its own provider) endpoint to 
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Try logging in and get initialAccessToken as shown in Figure 5.17. 

 
1 And endpoint similar to: https://XXXX.i3-market.eu/release2/api-spec/ui/#/Developers/get_release2_developers_login 

Figure 5.16 Registering an OIDC Client 1/4.

Ask your i3-MARKET admin for your corresponding “i3-MARKET
OpenID Connect Provider API”1 (by default, each instance of i3-MARKET

1And endpoint similar to: https://XXXX.i3-market.eu/release2/api-spec/ui/#/Developers/g
et_release2_developers_login

https://XXXX.i3-market.eu/release2/api-spec/ui/#/Developers/get_release2_developers_login
https://XXXX.i3-market.eu/release2/api-spec/ui/#/Developers/get_release2_developers_login
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has its own provider) endpoint to get an initial token for registering a new
client (authorize green button).

Try logging in and get initialAccessToken as shown in Figure 5.17.

 

Figure 5.17. Registering an OIDC client 2/4. 

 

Use initialAccessToken as bearerAuth as shown in Figure 5.18. 

 

Figure 5.18. Registering an OIDC client 3/4. 

 

Then here, using the access token as bearerToken (press the lock symbol to open 
the form to paste the token) – see Figure 5.19 – and you can register a new client. 
Please note that you must add the following information: 

• http://localhost:5300/api/credential in redirect_uris field 

• http://localhost:5300/auth in post_logout_redirect_uris field 

Figure 5.17 Registering an OIDC client 2/4.

Use initialAccessToken as bearerAuth as shown in Figure 5.18.
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Use initialAccessToken as bearerAuth as shown in Figure 5.18. 

 

Figure 5.18. Registering an OIDC client 3/4. 

 

Then here, using the access token as bearerToken (press the lock symbol to open 
the form to paste the token) – see Figure 5.19 – and you can register a new client. 
Please note that you must add the following information: 

• http://localhost:5300/api/credential in redirect_uris field 

• http://localhost:5300/auth in post_logout_redirect_uris field 

Figure 5.18 Registering an OIDC client 3/4.

Then here, using the access token as bearerToken (press the lock symbol
to open the form to paste the token) – see Figure 5.19 – and you can register
a new client. Please note that you must add the following information:

• http://localhost:5300/api/credential in redirect_uris field
• http://localhost:5300/auth in post_logout_redirect_uris field
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Figure 5.19. Registering an OIDC client 4/4. 

After successful client registration, you can paste the returned information in the text 
area in Figure 5.20. 

 

Figure 5.20. OIDC client registered. 

 

Generate credentials for the consumer/provider identity: 

Start the authentication workflow from local WEB-RI instance by following the steps 
illustrated in Figures 5.21−5.28. 

Provide a username for consumer role: 

Figure 5.19 Registering an OIDC client 4/4.

After successful client registration, you can paste the returned information
in the text area in Figure 5.20.

 

Figure 5.19. Registering an OIDC client 4/4. 

After successful client registration, you can paste the returned information in the text 
area in Figure 5.20. 

 

Figure 5.20. OIDC client registered. 

 

Generate credentials for the consumer/provider identity: 

Start the authentication workflow from local WEB-RI instance by following the steps 
illustrated in Figures 5.21−5.28. 

Provide a username for consumer role: 

Figure 5.20 OIDC client registered.
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Generate credentials for the consumer/provider identity:

Start the authentication workflow from local WEB-RI instance by following
the steps illustrated in Figures 5.21– 5.28

Provide a username for consumer role:

Figure 5.21 Username screen.

Wallet pairing:

 

Figure 5.21. Username screen. 

 

 

Wallet pairing: 

 

Figure 5.22. Pairing wallet. 

 

Select wallet identity: 

Figure 5.22 Pairing wallet.
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Select wallet identity:

Figure 5.23 Configuring wallet 1/2.

Add Verifiable Credentials to the wallet:

Figure 5.24 Configuring wallet 2/2.
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Login using credentials generated previously:

 

Figure 5.25. Login in WEB-RI. 

Selective disclosure: 

 

Figure 5.26. Selective disclosure. 

Sign: 

Figure 5.25 Login in WEB-RI.

Selective disclosure:

 

Figure 5.25. Login in WEB-RI. 

Selective disclosure: 

 

Figure 5.26. Selective disclosure. 

Sign: 

Figure 5.26 Selective disclosure.
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Sign:

 

Figure 5.27. Signing with the wallet. 

Access finally to the GUI of Web-RI: 

 

Figure 5.28. Accessing WEB-RI. 

5.9 SDKs 
Technical requirements: 

The current subsection contains a set of SDK requirements that have been collected for 
releases 2 and 3. Most of them have been extracted from D2.5 Error! Reference source 
not found.; meanwhile, the other ones are the result of deepening in the last iterations of 
SDK elicitation process. 

 

SDK-core: 

The SDK-core is built using SDK-generator REST API and an Ansible playbook in charge of 
generating all the client stubs for Backplane API (semantic engine, notification manager, and 
smart contract manager), OIDC, VC, and Data Access API encapsulated into the SDK-core 
Java/JavaScript library. 

Figure 5.27 Signing with the wallet.

Access finally to the GUI of Web-RI:
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Figure 5.28. Accessing WEB-RI. 

5.9 SDKs 
Technical requirements: 

The current subsection contains a set of SDK requirements that have been collected for 
releases 2 and 3. Most of them have been extracted from D2.5 Error! Reference source 
not found.; meanwhile, the other ones are the result of deepening in the last iterations of 
SDK elicitation process. 

 

SDK-core: 

The SDK-core is built using SDK-generator REST API and an Ansible playbook in charge of 
generating all the client stubs for Backplane API (semantic engine, notification manager, and 
smart contract manager), OIDC, VC, and Data Access API encapsulated into the SDK-core 
Java/JavaScript library. 

Figure 5.28 Accessing WEB-RI.
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5.9 SDKs

Technical requirements:

The current subsection contains a set of SDK requirements that have been
collected for releases 2 and 3. Most of them have been extracted from D2.5
[? ]; meanwhile, the other ones are the result of deepening in the last iterations
of SDK elicitation process.

SDK-core:

The SDK-core is built using SDK-generator REST API and an Ansible
playbook in charge of generating all the client stubs for Backplane API
(semantic engine, notification manager, and smart contract manager), OIDC,
VC, and Data Access API encapsulated into the SDK-core Java/JavaScript
library.

SDK-core specification:

Backplane API SDK: The main goal of the SDK is boasting the Backplane
API to create applications for the i3-MARKET platform. It will assist the
data marketplaces and stakeholder developers with a set of tools, examples,
and documentation, which will reduce the developing effort to be part of the
i3-MARKET ecosystem. The Backplane API SDK content is divided into
different logical modules, which correspond to each of the i3-MARKET
modules integrated in the Backplane API. In the following, the different
modules identified for the first version of the requirement specification can
be seen:

◦ User-centric authentication SDK
◦ Cloud Wallet SDK module
◦ Data access SDK module
◦ Standard payments SDK module
◦ Tokenization SDK module

Enhanced Backplane API SDK: For some cases, the SDK will complete
the Backplane API services with its own logic to support the developers in
the use of the i3-MARKET capabilities. These will be done through a set of
workflows.

Automatically build Backplane API SDK: In addition to the inner
SDK functionality, i3-MARKET will provide mechanisms to automatically
build the SDK component and it will be offered in different programming
languages.
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SDK-core implementations:

The SDK-core implementation is based on the usage of SDK-generator, and
it is described in detail in the following subsections.

Core technology:

The SDK-core is supported by means of (a) the SDK-generator REST API
and (b) an Ansible playbook in charge of generating:

• An SDK-core Java artifact that contains client stub for Backplane API
(semantic engine, notification manager, and smart contract manager),
OIDC (OpenID Connect), VC (Verifiable Credentials), and data access
API.

• An SDK-core JavaScript artifact contains client stub for Backplane API
(semantic engine, notification manager, and smart contract manager),
OIDC, VC, and data access API.

SDK-generator:

The SDK-generator is the main pillar of the SDK-core. The SDK-generator
is based on SDK as a service approach. SDK-generator aims to automatically
generate the client stubs needed to interact and consume all the functional-
ities exposed in a REST API. The SDK as a service approach is shown in
Figure 5.29.

Figure 5.29 SDK-generator approach.
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The workflow behind SDK-generator is based on the provision of a
programming language specification next to an OAS file and making use of
the OpenAPI generator server, which is able to produce as output SDK client
stubs next to associated documentation about how to use it.

The languages supported by the SDK-generator are shown in Figure 5.30
as part of the SDK as a service configuration.

Figure 5.30 SDK generator supported programming languages.

Continuous integration and delivery:

The SDK-core artifact is automatically provided by means of a CI/CD
pipeline based on Ansible AWX. A conceptual view of SDK-core pipeline
is shown in Figure 5.31.

Figure 5.31 SDK-core CI/CD pipeline.

As initial step in the pipeline, the SDK-core artifact is triggering the
compilation and deployment of a new version of the SDK-generator once
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a commitment into master branch of SDK-generator project happens. As a
second step (represented as green area in Figure 5.31 - SDK-core CI/CD
pipeline), the generation and publishing of a new version of the SDK-core
artifact is triggered by using a new version of backplane API which is
deployed each time the SDK-core artifact is triggered. The CI/CD behind
backplane API includes a triggering to the SDK-core pipeline. In this way,
SDK-core covers a set of tasks mainly in charge of generating SDK-core
artifacts for Java and JavaScript versions taking a set of relevant OAS files
associated with the following artifacts:

• Backplane API (including semantic engine, notification manager, and
smart contract manager)

• OIDC API
• Verifiable Credentials API
• Data access API

Finally, the pipeline includes a couple of tasks in charge of publishing the
generated Java and JavaScript versions of SDK-core into i3-MARKET Nexus
repository.

SDK-core installation:

SDK-core is a Java/JavaScript library that is installed by simply importing
from i3-MARKET official Nexus repository.

SDK reference implementation (SDK-RI):

The current section reports on SDK-reference implementation specification,
its implementation, and, finally, its deployment and installation.





6
SDKs and WEB-RI

6.1 Approach

The SDK global approach for i3-MARKET is based on the provision of
four main pillars: (a) SDK-generator, (b) SDK-core, (c) SDK reference
implementation or SDK-RI, and, finally, (d) Web-RI.

The layered SDK approach defined here is the mechanism that allows
to adapt and extend existing data marketplaces to interface with the i3-
MARKET Backplane.

Specifically, the layers that are part of the proposed solution for the SDK
and shown in Figure 6.1 are the following:

• SDK-core: This layer aims to simplify the i3-MARKET SDK build-
ing process by generating client stubs for any i3-MARKET backend
endpoint/API, defined with the OpenAPI (formerly known as Swagger)
specification. In this way, therefore, the development team can better
focus on the implementation and adoption of these backend endpoints
or APIs.

• SDK-reference implementation (SDK-RI): This layer aims to identify
and provide a set of common services to be implemented for consuming
available Backplane functionalities.

• SDK-execution patterns (SDK-EP): It is including the atomic func-
tions that make use of Backplane API (via SDK) adding some business
logic.

• Web-RI: It is supporting the front-end or GUI integrating the common
services provided by the SDK-RI and that can be reused and customized
as part of the pilot specification and implementation defined in the
context of WP5.

79
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Figure 6.1. SDK layered approach. 

 

SDK Web -RI 

SDK RI (+SDK EP)

SDK Core

Figure 6.1 SDK layered approach.

6.2 SDK-Core Specification

General objectives:

The three main objectives identified are the following:

(a) Backplane API SDK
(b) Enhanced Backplane API SDK
(c) Automatically build Backplane API SDK

Considering the objectives, the following updates in terms of capabilities
have been provided for the i3-MARKET FINAL release.

(a) Backplane API SDK. Addressing fully following modules:

• User-centric authentication SDK
• Cloud Wallet SDK module
• Data access SDK module
• Standard payments SDK module
• Tokenization SDK module
• Smart contracts SDK module
• Notifications SDK module
• Rating SDK module

(b) Enhanced Backplane API SDK
(c) Automatically build Backplane API SDK
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Context:

The updated context in terms of interactions with other SW pieces in the
i3-MARKET ecosystem is shown in Figure 6.2.

 

Figure 1. SDK-core interactions. 

As a reminder, the i3-MARKET SDK-core interacts with: 

i. Backplane API, allowing stakeholder’s developers to create software (App Client) 
based on the (Backplane) API, in an easy and efficient way. 

ii. Cloud Wallet to guarantee the security on the interactions between the stakeholders 
and i3-MARKET Backplane. 

iii. App Client, allowing to be part of the i3-MARKET ecosystem. 

 

Big picture: 

The SDK-core is supported as a main pillar for the SDK-generator, which is one of the 
outcomes of i3-MARKET solutions. 

The main updates on SDK-generator are the following: 

(a) Update on the openapi-generator client due to issues detected managing keywords 
oneOf, anyOf, and allOf in some of the OAS files supported by i3-MARKET backend 
services. 

(b) Update on the openapi-generator setup. The concrete setup used in last version was: 

openapi-generator-cli generate -g javascript --additional-
properties=groupId={{ ARTIFACT_GROUP_ID }},artifactId={{ ARTIFACT_NAME 
}},artifactVersion={{ ARTIFACT_VERSION }},modelPackage=com.i3m.model.data-
access,apiPackage=com.i3m.api.data-acess, prependFormOrBodyParameters=true, 
hideGenerationTimestamp=true -o /tmp/oas/javascript -i 
http://xx.xx.x.xxx:yyyy/repository/i3m-raw/i3m-raw/files/dataaccessapi.json 
--generate-alias-as-model --skip-validate-spec" 

  This is the same setup for SDK-core Java version but using “java” for the 
option “- g”. 

 

Figure 6.2 SDK-core interactions.

As a reminder, the i3-MARKET SDK-core interacts with:

i. Backplane API, allowing stakeholder’s developers to create software
(App Client) based on the (Backplane) API, in an easy and efficient way.

ii. Cloud Wallet to guarantee the security on the interactions between the
stakeholders and i3-MARKET Backplane.

iii. App Client, allowing to be part of the i3-MARKET ecosystem.

Big picture:

The SDK-core is supported as a main pillar for the SDK-generator, which is
one of the outcomes of i3-MARKET solutions.

The main updates on SDK-generator are the following:

(a) Update on the openapi-generator client due to issues detected managing
keywords oneOf, anyOf, and allOf in some of the OAS files supported
by i3-MARKET backend services.
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(b) Update on the openapi-generator setup. The concrete setup used in last
version was: openapi-generator-cli generate -g javascript –additional-
properties=groupId={{ ARTIFACT_GROUP_ID }},artifactId={{ ARTI-
FACT_NAME }},artifactVersion={{ ARTIFACT_VERSION }},
modelPackage=com.i3m.model.data-access,apiPackage=com.i3m.api.
data-acess, prependFormOrBodyParameters=true, hideGenerationTimes-
tamp=true -o /tmp/oas/javascript -i http://xx.xx.x.xxx:yyyy/repository/i3m-
raw/i3m-raw/files/dataaccessapi.json –generate-alias-as-model –skip-
validate-spec"

This is the same setup for SDK-core Java version but using “java” for the
option “- g”.

6.2.1 SDK-core implementation

As introduced, the SDK-core is built using SDK-generator REST API
and an Ansible playbook in charge of generating all the client stub for
Backplane API (semantic engine, notification manager, and smart contract
manager), OIDC, VC, and data access API encapsulated into the SDK-core
Java/JavaScript library.

6.2.2 Core technology

The SDK-core implementation is based on the usage of SDK-generator, and
it is described in detail in the following subsections.

The SDK-core is supported by means of (a) the SDK-generator REST
API and (b) an Ansible playbook in charge of generating:

1) an SDK-core Java artifact that contains client stub for Backplane API
(semantic engine, notification manager, and smart contract manager),
OIDC (OpenID Connect), VC (Verifiable Credentials), and data access
API;

2) an SDK-core JavaScript artifact that contains client stub for Back-
plane API (semantic engine, notification manager, and smart contract
manager), OIDC, VC, and data access API.

SDK-generator:

The SDK-generator is the main pillar of the SDK-core. The SDK-generator
is based on SDK as a service approach. SDK-generator aims to automatically
generate the client stubs needed to interact and consume all the functionalities
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exposed in a REST API. The SDK as a service approach is shown in
Figure 6.3.

6.2.1 SDK-core implementation 
As introduced, the SDK-core is built using SDK-generator REST API and an Ansible 
playbook in charge of generating all the client stub for Backplane API (semantic engine, 
notification manager, and smart contract manager), OIDC, VC, and data access API 
encapsulated into the SDK-core Java/JavaScript library. 

 

6.2.2 Core technology 
The SDK-core implementation is based on the usage of SDK-generator, and it is described 
in detail in the following subsections. 

The SDK-core is supported by means of (a) the SDK-generator REST API and (b) an 
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SDK-generator: 
The SDK-generator is the main pillar of the SDK-core. The SDK-generator is based on SDK 
as a service approach. SDK-generator aims to automatically generate the client stubs 
needed to interact and consume all the functionalities exposed in a REST API. The SDK as 

a service approach is shown in Figure . 

 

Figure 2. SDK-generator approach. 

The workflow behind SDK-generator is based on the provision of a programming language 
specification next to an OAS file and making use of the OpenAPI generator1 server, which is 
able to produce as output SDK client stubs next to associated documentation about how to 
use it. 

 
1 OpenAPI generator: https://github.com/OpenAPITools/openapi-generator 

Figure 6.3 SDK-generator approach.

The workflow behind SDK-generator is based on the provision of a
programming language specification next to an OAS file and making use of
the OpenAPI generator1 server, which is able to produce as output SDK client
stubs next to associated documentation about how to use it.

The languages supported by the SDK-generator are shown in Figure 6.4.
The languages supported by the SDK-generator are shown in Figure . 

 

Figure 3. SDK-generator supported programming languages. 

 

Continuous integration and delivery: 
The SDK-core artifact is automatically provided by means of a CI/CD pipeline based on 
Ansible AWX. A conceptual view of SDK-core pipeline is shown in Figure 6.5. 

 

 

Figure 4. SDK-core CI/CD pipeline. 

As initial step in the pipeline, the SDK-core artifact is triggering the compilation and 
deployment of a new version of the SDK-generator once a commit into master branch of 
SDK-generator project happens. As a second step (represented as a green area in Figure 
6.6), the generation and publishing of a new version of the SDK-core artifact, it is triggering 
each one a new version of Backplane API it is deployed. The CI/CD behind Backplane API 
includes a triggering to SDK-core pipeline. In this way, SDK-core covers a set of tasks 
mainly in charge of generating SDK-core artifacts for Java and JavaScript versions taking a 
set of relevant OAS files associated with the following artifacts: 

• Backplane API (including semantic engine, notification manager, and smart contract 
manager) 

• OIDC API 

• Verifiable Credentials API 

• Data access API 

Concretely, the Ansible playbook is used to automatize the process of generation of the 
SDK-core client stub. 

The internal workflow covered by the SDK-core playbook is shown in Figure . 

Figure 6.4 SDK-generator supported programming languages.

1 OpenAPI generator: https://github.com/OpenAPITools/openapi-generator
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Continuous integration and delivery:

The SDK-core artifact is automatically provided by means of a CI/CD
pipeline based on Ansible AWX. A conceptual view of SDK-core pipeline
is shown in Figure 6.5.

The languages supported by the SDK-generator are shown in Figure . 
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manager) 
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Figure 6.5 SDK-core CI/CD pipeline.

As initial step in the pipeline, the SDK-core artifact is triggering the
compilation and deployment of a new version of the SDK-generator once
a commit into master branch of SDK-generator project happens. As a second
step (represented as a green area in Figure 6.6), the generation and publishing
of a new version of the SDK-core artifact is triggering each time a new version
of the Backplane API is deployed. The CI/CD behind Backplane API includes
a triggering to SDK-core pipeline. In this way, SDK-core covers a set of tasks
mainly in charge of generating SDK-core artifacts for Java and JavaScript

 

Figure 5. SDK-core playbook internal workflow. 

Finally, the pipeline includes a couple of tasks in charge of publishing the generated Java 
and JavaScript versions of SDK-core into i3-MARKET Nexus repository. 

 

SDK-core installation: 
SDK-core is a Java/JavaScript library that is installed by simply importing from i3-MARKET 
Nexus repository. 

 

 

6.3 SDK Reference Implementation (SDK-
RI) 
The SDK-RI implementation is based on Java and Swagger framework, and the following 
subsections are focusing on the SDK-RI specifications. SDK-RI is a web app deployed within 
Jetty and encapsulated in a Docker container. 

The SDK-RI has been updated in terms of common services as per the following (see Figure 
6.7): 

i) Notification manager common services: The functionalities related with notification 
services and queues are listed in Figure 6.7. 

Create oas temp directory

Get access token for accesing  SDK Generator REST API

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for 
BACKPLANE

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for OIDC

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for VC

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for 
DATA_ACCESS

Upload oas-javascript artifacts to Nexus

Send an email notification  to inform about new version available

Figure 6.6 SDK-core playbook internal workflow.
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versions taking a set of relevant OAS files associated with the following
artifacts:

• Backplane API (including semantic engine, notification manager, and
smart contract manager)

• OIDC API
• Verifiable Credentials API
• Data access API

Concretely, the Ansible playbook is used to automatize the process of
generation of the SDK-core client stub.

The internal workflow covered by the SDK-core playbook is shown in
Figure 6.6.

Finally, the pipeline includes a couple of tasks in charge of publishing the
generated Java and JavaScript versions of SDK-core into i3-MARKET Nexus
repository.

SDK-core installation:

SDK-core is a Java/JavaScript library that is installed by simply importing
from i3-MARKET Nexus repository.

6.3 SDK Reference Implementation (SDK-RI)

The SDK-RI implementation is based on Java and Swagger framework, and
the following subsections are focusing on the SDK-RI specifications. SDK-RI
is a web app deployed within Jetty and encapsulated in a Docker container.

The SDK-RI has been updated in terms of common services as per the
following (see Figure 6.7):

i) Notification manager common services: The functionalities related with
notification services and queues are listed in Figure 6.7.

 

Figure 5. SDK-core playbook internal workflow. 

Finally, the pipeline includes a couple of tasks in charge of publishing the generated Java 
and JavaScript versions of SDK-core into i3-MARKET Nexus repository. 

 

SDK-core installation: 
SDK-core is a Java/JavaScript library that is installed by simply importing from i3-MARKET 
Nexus repository. 

 

 

6.3 SDK Reference Implementation (SDK-
RI) 
The SDK-RI implementation is based on Java and Swagger framework, and the following 
subsections are focusing on the SDK-RI specifications. SDK-RI is a web app deployed within 
Jetty and encapsulated in a Docker container. 

The SDK-RI has been updated in terms of common services as per the following (see Figure 
6.7): 

i) Notification manager common services: The functionalities related with notification 
services and queues are listed in Figure 6.7. 

Create oas temp directory

Get access token for accesing  SDK Generator REST API

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for 
BACKPLANE

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for OIDC

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for VC

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for 
DATA_ACCESS

Upload oas-javascript artifacts to Nexus

Send an email notification  to inform about new version available

Figure 6.7 Services and queues common services.
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ii) Alerts common services: The functionalities related with alerts are listed
in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6. Services and queues common services. 

ii) Alerts common services: The functionalities related with alerts are listed in Figure 
6.8. 

 

 

Figure 7. Alerts common services. 

iii) Conflict resolution common services: This is listed in Figure 6.9. 
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iv) Contracts common services: The functionalities related with smart contracts 

Figure 6.8 Alerts common services.

iii) Conflict resolution common services: This is listed in Figure 6.9.
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ii) Alerts common services: The functionalities related with alerts are listed in Figure 
6.8. 
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iii) Conflict resolution common services: This is listed in Figure 6.9. 
 

 

Figure 8. Conflict resolution common services. 

iv) Contracts common services: The functionalities related with smart contracts 

Figure 6.9 Conflict resolution common services.

iv) Contracts common services: The functionalities related with smart
contracts management are listed in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6. Services and queues common services. 

ii) Alerts common services: The functionalities related with alerts are listed in Figure 
6.8. 

 

 

Figure 7. Alerts common services. 

iii) Conflict resolution common services: This is listed in Figure 6.9. 
 

 

Figure 8. Conflict resolution common services. 

iv) Contracts common services: The functionalities related with smart contracts 

Figure 6.10 Contracts common services.
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v) Credential common services: The functionalities related with authenti-
cation, identities, and credentials are listed in Figure 6.11.

management are listed in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Contracts common services. 

v) Credential common services: The functionalities related with authentication, 

identities, and credentials are listed in Figure 10. 
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vi) Exchange common services: The functionalities related with data exchange are listed 

in Figure 11. 
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vii) Notification common services: The functionalities related with notifications are listed 

in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Notification common services. 

Figure 6.11 Credentials common services.

vi) Exchange common services: The functionalities related with data
exchange are listed in Figure 6.12.
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vii) Notification common services: The functionalities related with notifications are listed 

in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Notification common services. 

Figure 6.12 Exchange common services.

vii) Notification common services: The functionalities related with notifica-
tions are listed in Figure 6.13.

management are listed in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Contracts common services. 

v) Credential common services: The functionalities related with authentication, 

identities, and credentials are listed in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Credentials common services. 

vi) Exchange common services: The functionalities related with data exchange are listed 

in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. Exchange common services. 

vii) Notification common services: The functionalities related with notifications are listed 

in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Notification common services. Figure 6.13 Notification common services.
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viii) Offering management common services: The functionalities related with
data offering management are listed in Figure 6.14.

viii) Offering management common services: The functionalities related with data offering 
management are listed in Figure 6.14. 

 

Figure 13. Offering common services. 

ix) Pricing managing common services: The functionalities related with pricing managing 
are listed in Figure 14. 

Figure 6.14 Offering common services.

ix) Pricing managing common services: The functionalities related with
pricing managing are listed in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 14. Pricing common services. 

x) Token managing common services: The functionalities related with token management 
are listed in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Token common services. 

As an initial stage, the SDK-RI imports the last version of the SDK-core published in i3-MARKET 
Nexus maven repository as a library. It is precisely in this part where the way to generate the 
Java version of the imported SDK-core library has been slightly updated. As a second stage, once 
a commit is done into master branch of SDK-RI Git project, a compilation and deployment of a 
new version is automatically launched.  

 

6.4 WEB-RI 
 

The Web-RI is a GUI web interface that allows the users to interact with the functionalities 
provided by i3-MARKET Backplane solutions on top of the SDK-RI. It can be reused and 
customized as part of each pilot specification and deployment integration as a reference 
implementation of the backbone data marketplace to facilitate stakeholder needs that want 
to reuse i3-MARKET artifacts and functionalities. 

 

Figure 6.15 Pricing common services.

x) Token managing common services: The functionalities related with
token management are listed in Figure 6.16.
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x) Token managing common services: The functionalities related with token management 
are listed in Figure 15. 
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As an initial stage, the SDK-RI imports the last version of the SDK-core published in i3-MARKET 
Nexus maven repository as a library. It is precisely in this part where the way to generate the 
Java version of the imported SDK-core library has been slightly updated. As a second stage, once 
a commit is done into master branch of SDK-RI Git project, a compilation and deployment of a 
new version is automatically launched.  

 

6.4 WEB-RI 
 

The Web-RI is a GUI web interface that allows the users to interact with the functionalities 
provided by i3-MARKET Backplane solutions on top of the SDK-RI. It can be reused and 
customized as part of each pilot specification and deployment integration as a reference 
implementation of the backbone data marketplace to facilitate stakeholder needs that want 
to reuse i3-MARKET artifacts and functionalities. 

 

Figure 6.16 Token common services.

As an initial stage, the SDK-RI imports the last version of the SDK-
core published in i3-MARKET Nexus maven repository as a library. It is
precisely in this part where the way to generate the Java version of the
imported SDK-core library has been slightly updated. As a second stage, once
a commit is done into master branch of SDK-RI Git project, a compilation and
deployment of a new version is automatically launched.
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6.4 WEB-RI

The Web-RI is a GUI web interface that allows the users to interact with
the functionalities provided by i3-MARKET Backplane solutions on top of
the SDK-RI. It can be reused and customized as part of each pilot spec-
ification and deployment integration as a reference implementation of the
backbone data marketplace to facilitate stakeholder needs that want to reuse
i3-MARKET artifacts and functionalities.

6.4.1 Purpose

The WEB-RI proposes itself as a reference for the implementation of a user
interface to allow human users to use and interact with the functionalities
provided by i3-MARKET. The WEB-RI has three main objectives, which
are:

• As a management tool, to allow i3-MARKET developers to test their
functionalities in the context of a user usage.

• As a marketing team, allowing the promotion and demonstration of i3-
MARKET functionalities using a generic approach and language that
can be easily translated to the available data marketplaces used by
different domains.

• As a reference implementation, providing functional examples of
how the i3-MARKET SDKs can be used to implement/integrate i3-
MARKET functionalities into a data marketplace. As a reference imple-
mentation, WEB-RI is also a useful tool to help i3-MARKET pilots
on the implementation of their use-case scenarios and on testing of
Backplane technologies by providing specifications and code that can
be used.

In Figure 6.17, the architecture of WEB-RI is represented.
A consumer or a provider can access WEB-RI2 via internet browser and

proceed with the authentication for which the wallet3 must be installed and
running on his personal computer. The authentication process is executed on
WEB-RI frontend by calling the OIDC service, which will call the wallet to
perform the authentication itself.

The WEB-RI frontend is connected to a backend, which has two main
functions: manage user sessions and have a way to interact with the function-
alities provided by i3-MARKET.

2 https://gitlab.com/i3-MARKET-V3-public-repository/i3-MARKET-web-ri
3 https://gitlab.com/i3-MARKET-V3-public-repository/sp3-scgbssw-i3mwalletmonorepo
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6.4.1 Purpose 
The WEB-RI proposes itself as a reference for the implementation of a user interface to 
allow human users to use and interact with the functionalities provided by i3-MARKET. The 
WEB-RI has three main objectives, which are: 

• As a management tool, to allow i3-MARKET developers to test their functionalities in 
the context of a user usage. 

• As a marketing team, allowing the promotion and demonstration of i3-MARKET 
functionalities using a generic approach and language that can be easily translated to 
the available data marketplaces used by different domains. 

• As a reference implementation, providing functional examples of how the i3-MARKET 
SDKs can be used to implement/integrate i3-MARKET functionalities into a data 
marketplace. As a reference implementation, WEB-RI is also a useful tool to help i3-
MARKET pilots on the implementation of their use-case scenarios and on testing of 
Backplane technologies by providing specifications and code that can be used. 

 

 

In Figure 16, the architecture of WEB-RI is represented. 

 

Figure 16. WEB-RI architecture. 

A consumer or a provider can access WEB-RI2 via internet browser and proceed with the 
authentication for which the wallet3 must be installed and running on his personal computer. 
The authentication process is executed on WEB-RI frontend by calling the OIDC service, 
which will call the wallet to perform the authentication itself. 

 
2 https://gitlab.com/i3-MARKET-V3-public-repository/i3-MARKET-web-ri 

3 https://gitlab.com/i3-MARKET-V3-public-repository/sp3-scgbssw-i3mwalletmonorepo 

Figure 6.17 WEB-RI architecture.

To manage the user sessions, the WEB-RI backend saves the user session
in a session storage called connect-mongo4.

To interact with the functionalities provided by i3-MARKET, a library
was implemented, called Connector-RI5. This connector has all the meth-
ods needed to call the respective APIs from the SDK-RI, which have the
functionalities to interact with the i3-MARKET Backplane. This allows to
have a clean and simple WEB-RI backend where it is only needed to call the
respective methods from the connector.

Sitemap:

In Figure 6.18, the sitemap of WEB-RI is represented.
WEB-RI is composed of several pages, which are Authentication, Home-

page, Offerings, Search, and Notifications.

4 https://github.com/jdesboeufs/connect-mongo
5 https://gitlab.com/i3-MARKET-V3-public-repository/i3-MARKET-connector-ri
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The WEB-RI frontend is connected to a backend, which has two main functions: manage 

user sessions and have a way to interact with the functionalities provided by i3-MARKET. 

To manage the user sessions, the WEB-RI backend saves the user session in a session 

storage called connect-mongo4. 

To interact with the functionalities provided by i3-MARKET, a library was implemented, 

called Connector-RI5. This connector has all the methods needed to call the respective APIs 

from the SDK-RI, which have the functionalities to interact with the i3-MARKET Backplane. 

This allows to have a clean and simple WEB-RI backend where it is only needed to call the 

respective methods from the connector. 

Sitemap: 

In Figure 17, the sitemap of WEB-RI is represented. 

 

Figure 17. WEB-RI sitemap. 

WEB-RI is composed of several pages, which are Authentication, Homepage, Offerings, 

Search, and Notifications. 

In the Authentication page, the user has the possibility to register a new provider or 

consumer and log in with some existing user registered in WEB-RI. 

The Homepage is the main page of WEB-RI, which has a navigation bar that allows the user 

to navigate to the other available pages. Also, there are statistics related with the number of 

offerings and providers. 

The Offerings page is only visible to a provider, where he can manage the offerings 

registered by him and register new ones. 

The Search page is visible either to a provider or a consumer. The only difference is that a 

consumer has the possibility to create a purchase request for the offering he searched.  

 
4 https://github.com/jdesboeufs/connect-mongo 

5 https://gitlab.com/i3-MARKET-V3-public-repository/i3-MARKET-connector-ri 

Figure 6.18 WEB-RI sitemap.

In the Authentication page, the user has the possibility to register a
new provider or consumer and log in with some existing user registered in
WEB-RI.

The Homepage is the main page of WEB-RI, which has a navigation bar
that allows the user to navigate to the other available pages. Also, there are
statistics related with the number of offerings and providers.

The Offerings page is only visible to a provider, where he can manage the
offerings registered by him and register new ones.

The Search page is visible either to a provider or a consumer. The only
difference is that a consumer has the possibility to create a purchase request
for the offering he searched.

In the Notifications page, a provider can receive a purchase request for
some of its offerings and he can accept (and create the agreement) or reject it.
A consumer can sign the agreement if it was accepted before by the provider.

6.5 IMPLEMENTATION

In the following subsections, some screenshots of each page are presented,
and an explanation of its content is given.
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Register:

Figure 6.19 shows the WEB-RI register page.

In the Notifications page, a provider can receive a purchase request for some of its offerings 
and he can accept (and create the agreement) or reject it. A consumer can sign the 
agreement if it was accepted before by the provider. 

 

6.5 IMPLEMENTATION  
In the following subsections, some screenshots of each page are presented, and an 
explanation of its content is given.  

 Register: 

Figure 18 shows the WEB-RI register page. 

 

Figure 18. WEB-RI registration page. 

Before the WEB-RI page is opened for the first time, the user must have the wallet running 
on his personal computer. When the user opens the WEB-RI initial page, he will see the 
page for registering a new user. He must select the desired role (consumer or provider) and 
username – Figure 6.20.  

 

Figure 6.19 WEB-RI registration page.

Before the WEB-RI page is opened for the first time, the user must
have the wallet running on his personal computer. When the user opens
the WEB-RI initial page, he will see the page for registering a new user.
He must select the desired role (consumer or provider) and username –
Figure 6.20.

After that, the user must confirm the addition of the new user in the wallet;
see Figure 6.20.

Login:

Figure 6.21 shows the WEB-RI login page.
With a user is registered in the wallet, it is possible to authenticate

in WEB-RI. The user must select the role (consumer or provider) he
wants to use to login in the system. After having selected the role in the
login page, the user must confirm the authentication in the wallet; see
Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.20. WEB-RI register with wallet. 

After that, the user must confirm the addition of the new user in the wallet; see Figure . 

 Login: 

Figure  shows the WEB-RI login page. 

 

Figure 6.21. WEB-RI login page. 

With a user is registered in the wallet, it is possible to authenticate in WEB-RI. The user 
must select the role (consumer or provider) he wants to use to login in the system. After 
having selected the role in the login page, the user must confirm the authentication in the 

wallet; see Figure . 

 

Figure 6.20 WEB-RI register with wallet.

 

Figure 6.20. WEB-RI register with wallet. 

After that, the user must confirm the addition of the new user in the wallet; see Figure . 

 Login: 

Figure  shows the WEB-RI login page. 

 

Figure 6.21. WEB-RI login page. 

With a user is registered in the wallet, it is possible to authenticate in WEB-RI. The user 
must select the role (consumer or provider) he wants to use to login in the system. After 
having selected the role in the login page, the user must confirm the authentication in the 

wallet; see Figure . 

 

Figure 6.21 WEB-RI login page.
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Figure 6.22. WEB-RI login with wallet. 

Navigation: 

With successful login, the user accesses the WEB-RI homepage. This page has a navigation 
bar, which is different to each role. The provider has access to offerings, search, and 
notifications pages and account options; instead, the consumer has access to same pages 
but not to the offerings page. 

In Figure , the navigation bar for a provider is presented. 

 

Figure 6.23.WEB-RI navigation (provider). 

 

Figure  presents the navigation bar for a consumer. 

 

Figure 6.24. WEB-RI navigation (consumer). 

 

 Homepage: 

Figure 6.22 WEB-RI login with wallet.

6.6 Navigation:

With successful login, the user accesses the WEB-RI homepage. This page
has a navigation bar, which is different to each role. The provider has access
to offerings, search, and notifications pages and account options; instead, the
consumer has access to same pages but not to the offerings page.

In Figure 6.23, the navigation bar for a provider is presented.

 

Figure 6.22. WEB-RI login with wallet. 

Navigation: 

With successful login, the user accesses the WEB-RI homepage. This page has a navigation 
bar, which is different to each role. The provider has access to offerings, search, and 
notifications pages and account options; instead, the consumer has access to same pages 
but not to the offerings page. 

In Figure , the navigation bar for a provider is presented. 

 

Figure 6.23.WEB-RI navigation (provider). 

 

Figure  presents the navigation bar for a consumer. 

 

Figure 6.24. WEB-RI navigation (consumer). 

 

 Homepage: 

Figure 6.23 WEB-RI navigation (provider).
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Figure 6.24 presents the navigation bar for a consumer.

 

Figure 6.22. WEB-RI login with wallet. 

Navigation: 

With successful login, the user accesses the WEB-RI homepage. This page has a navigation 
bar, which is different to each role. The provider has access to offerings, search, and 
notifications pages and account options; instead, the consumer has access to same pages 
but not to the offerings page. 

In Figure , the navigation bar for a provider is presented. 

 

Figure 6.23.WEB-RI navigation (provider). 

 

Figure  presents the navigation bar for a consumer. 

 

Figure 6.24. WEB-RI navigation (consumer). 

 

 Homepage: 

Figure 6.24 WEB-RI navigation (consumer).

Homepage:

In Figure 6.25, the WEB-RI home page is presented.
In Figure , the WEB-RI home page is presented. 

 

Figure 6.25. WEB-RI home page. 

Besides the navigation bar, the WEB-RI home page has also the information about the logo 

and details about the user logged-in (username and role). 

As main information, WEB-RI also shows the total number of providers and active offerings 

available in the whole marketplace ecosystem. Also, it is possible to see the total number of 

active offerings filtered by each category. 

Offerings: 

As mentioned before, the provider has access to the offerings page. The next subsections 
will describe each page related to the offerings. 

 Offering list: 

Figure  shows the page with the list of offerings of a provider. 

 

Figure 6.26. WEB-RI offerings page. 

Figure 6.25 WEB-RI home page.

Besides the navigation bar, the WEB-RI home page has also the infor-
mation about the logo and details about the user logged-in (username and
role).

As main information, WEB-RI also shows the total number of providers
and active offerings available in the whole marketplace ecosystem. Also, it is
possible to see the total number of active offerings filtered by each category.
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Offerings:

As mentioned before, the provider has access to the offerings page. The next
subsections will describe each page related to the offerings.

Offering list:

Figure 6.26 shows the page with the list of offerings of a provider.

In Figure , the WEB-RI home page is presented. 

 

Figure 6.25. WEB-RI home page. 

Besides the navigation bar, the WEB-RI home page has also the information about the logo 

and details about the user logged-in (username and role). 

As main information, WEB-RI also shows the total number of providers and active offerings 

available in the whole marketplace ecosystem. Also, it is possible to see the total number of 

active offerings filtered by each category. 

Offerings: 

As mentioned before, the provider has access to the offerings page. The next subsections 
will describe each page related to the offerings. 

 Offering list: 

Figure  shows the page with the list of offerings of a provider. 

 

Figure 6.26. WEB-RI offerings page. Figure 6.26 WEB-RI offerings page.

In this page, the provider sees the list of the offerings that were registered
by him. Each offering is displayed in a react-bootstrap card6 with some
information like title, description, number of contracts, and state (active,
inactive, to be deleted, or deleted).

Also, the provider has the option to register a new offering, which will be
described in the following sections.

Offering details:

Figure 6.27 represents the page with the details of an offering.

6 https://react-bootstrap.github.io/components/cards/
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In this page, the provider sees the list of the offerings that were registered by him. Each 

offering is displayed in a react-bootstrap card6 with some information like title, description, 

number of contracts, and state (active, inactive, to be deleted, or deleted). 

Also, the provider has the option to register a new offering, which will be described in the 

following sections. 

 Offering details: 

Figure  represents the page with the details of an offering. 

 

Figure 6.27. WEB-RI offering details page. 

When a specific offering card is selected, it will open a new page with the details of the 

offering. Here, a user can see all the information related with that offering. 

Since there is too much information to be displayed in a single page, a react-bootstrap 

accordion7 was used to display information like dataset, contract parameters, and pricing 

model. This information is collapsed by default but can be expanded as well. 

This page can be seen by a provider (through offerings page) or consumer (with search). If 

the user is a provider, he has options to activate, update, or delete the offering (in the top 

right corner of the site, next to the offering state). Instead, if he is a consumer, he has a 

button called “Buy Offering”, which allows to initiate the process of creating a data purchase 

request. 

 

 Offering registration: 

Figure  represents the page to register a new offering or update an existing one. 

 
6 https://react-bootstrap.github.io/components/cards/ 

7 https://react-bootstrap.github.io/components/accordion/ 

Figure 6.27 WEB-RI offering details page.

When a specific offering card is selected, it will open a new page with the
details of the offering. Here, a user can see all the information related with
that offering.

Since there is too much information to be displayed in a single page,
a react-bootstrap accordion7 was used to display information like dataset,
contract parameters, and pricing model. This information is collapsed by
default but can be expanded as well.

This page can be seen by a provider (through offerings page) or consumer
(with search). If the user is a provider, he has options to activate, update, or
delete the offering (in the top right corner of the site, next to the offering
state). Instead, if he is a consumer, he has a button called “Buy Offering”,
which allows to initiate the process of creating a data purchase request.

Offering registration:

Figure 6.28 represents the page to register a new offering or update an existing
one.

7 https://react-bootstrap.github.io/components/accordion/
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Figure 6.28 WEB-RI offering registration page.

The provider can register a new offering or update an existing one (but
only the offerings registered by him). This page shown in Figure 6.29 is used
for both purposes; the only difference is, when updating an offering, all the
fields are already filled.

Since there is a lot of information associated with an offering, a react-
bootstrap tab8 was used on this page. With the help of the tabs, all fields were
grouped by categories, which are general, dataset, pricing model, and contract
parameters.

Also, inside each tab, some accordions were used to better display all the
input fields to the user.

Offering purchase request:

Figure 6.29 represents the page where a consumer can initiate the process of
buying a new offering.

8 https://react-bootstrap.github.io/components/tabs/
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Figure 6.29. WEB-RI offering purchase page. 

After the consumer selects the “Buy Offering” button in offering details page, a new page will 

be displayed with the contract template for that offering. In this page, the consumer must fill 

in the dynamic parameters of the template and then click on the “Data Purchase Request” 

button to proceed with the process of buying an offering. 

Search: 

Figure  represents the page where a user (provider or consumer) can search for 

offerings. 

Figure 6.29 WEB-RI offering purchase page.
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After the consumer selects the “Buy Offering” button in offering details
page, a new page will be displayed with the contract template for that
offering. In this page, the consumer must fill in the dynamic parameters of
the template and then click on the “Data Purchase Request” button to proceed
with the process of buying an offering.

Search:

Figure 6.30 represents the page where a user (provider or consumer) can
search for offerings.

 

Figure 6.30. WEB-RI search page. 

In the search page, the user (consumer or provider) can search for active offerings available 

in the whole marketplace ecosystem. He can search offerings by category, provider, or free 

text. As mentioned in the image above, the search is executed by entering a free text and 

returns the offerings that match the search criteria. 

Notifications: 

Error! Reference source not found.Figure 6 represents the page where a user can see 

his notifications. 

 

Figure 6.31. WEB-RI notifications page. 

This page has all notifications associated with the user who is logged-in in WEB-RI. 

If the provider is logged-in, he can receive notifications about a purchase request regarding 

some of his offerings. In this case, if he accepts the proposal, a new page will be displayed 

where the provider can create a new agreement. But he also can reject the proposal by 

sending some comments justifying the rejection of the proposal (this will be sent as a 

notification to the respective consumer). 

Figure 6.30 WEB-RI search page.

In the search page, the user (consumer or provider) can search for active
offerings available in the whole marketplace ecosystem. He can search offer-
ings by category, provider, or free text. As mentioned in the image above, the
search is executed by entering a free text and returns the offerings that match
the search criteria.

Notifications:

Figure 6.31 represents the page where a user can see his notifications.
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Figure 6.31 WEB-RI notifications page.

This page has all notifications associated with the user who is logged-in
in WEB-RI.

If the provider is logged-in, he can receive notifications about a purchase
request regarding some of his offerings. In this case, if he accepts the pro-
posal, a new page will be displayed where the provider can create a new
agreement. But he also can reject the proposal by sending some comments
justifying the rejection of the proposal (this will be sent as a notification to
the respective consumer).

If the consumer is logged-in, he can receive notifications about data
purchase requests that were rejected by the provider or about proposals that
were accepted and then he must sign the agreement.

Account:

This option, represented by a person icon in navigation bar, shows some
options in a dropdown. One of those options allows the user to log off from
WEB-RI.
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The deployment specification should define execution architecture of sys-
tems that represent the assignment (deployment) of software artifacts (i3-
MARKET building blocks) to deployment targets (usually nodes).

Nodes represent either hardware devices or software execution environ-
ments. They could be connected through communication paths to create net-
work systems of arbitrary complexity. Artifacts represent concrete elements
in the physical architecture.

Once the deployment has been provided, a complementary specification
would be necessary to define how to deploy software within the i3-MARKET
ecosystem. In the context of i3-MARKET, we will be referring to this
specification as management operative specification.

This chapter gives guidance on how the solutions for deploying i3-
MARKET software are defined within the i3-MARKET instances as part of
the deployment operative. The i3-MARKET operative considers four possible
deployment scenarios categorized as manual or automated deployments and
oriented towards i3-MARKET developers and/or data spaces and/or data
marketplaces infrastructure administrators.

For the deployment and management operative, Ansible and Zabbix have
been proposed as configuration, management, and monitoring tools, respec-
tively, for the central environment. It is left to the stakeholders to decide
which tools will be used and deployed for managing and monitoring the
marketplace instances.

7.1 Solution Design

A four-layer stack has been defined for i3-MARKET: at the lowest layer, there
is the Cloud provisioning and management layer (Figure 82). On top of that,
a DevOps software layer is placed for assembling all the software used for
the CI/CD process. Then, a third-party software layer is in charge of giving
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support to the i3M-core artifacts, which can be found at the top level of the
stack.

 

Figure 7.1. Four-layer i3M SW stack. 

 

Depending on the environment to be deployed, it might be deployed on one layer or another. 
More details on the specific software deployed on each environment are given in the 
following sub-sections. 

The target audience are the i3-MARKET project developers who are participating in the 
development and deployment of the i3-MARKET Backplane. 

The i3-MARKET operative considers four possible deployment scenarios, categorized into 
manual and automatized deployments. These scenarios are the following: 

▪ Manual deployment scenario one (MDS1) 
▪ Automatized deployment scenario with Ansible (ADS1) 
▪ Automatized deployment scenario with Ansible and GitHub CI/CD (ADS2) 
▪ Automatized deployment scenario with Docker Compose (ADS3) 

Considering an i3-MARKET user role perspective, the main roles involved in the different 
deployment scenarios are:  

• i3M root instance admin 

• i3M SW developer  

• i3M third-party SW admin 

• i3M pilot instance admin 

Table  provides the mapping between the i3-MARKET user roles and the previously listed 
deployment scenarios: 

 

Table 7.1. Deployment scenarios and i3M user roles mapping. 

Core 

Artifacts

Third-party Software

DevOps Stack

Cloud Provisioning and Management

Figure 7.1 Four-layer i3M SW stack.

Depending on the environment to be deployed, it might be deployed on
one layer or another. More details on the specific software deployed on each
environment are given in the following sub-sections.

The target audience are the i3-MARKET project developers who are par-
ticipating in the development and deployment of the i3-MARKET Backplane.

The i3-MARKET operative considers four possible deployment scenar-
ios, categorized into manual and automatized deployments. These scenarios
are the following:

• Manual deployment scenario one (MDS1)
• Automatized deployment scenario with Ansible (ADS1)
• Automatized deployment scenario with Ansible and GitHub CI/CD

(ADS2)
• Automatized deployment scenario with Docker Compose (ADS3)

Considering an i3-MARKET user role perspective, the main roles
involved in the different deployment scenarios are:

• i3M root instance admin
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• i3M SW developer
• i3M third-party SW admin
• i3M pilot instance admin

Table 7.1 provides the mapping between the i3-MARKET user roles and
the previously listed deployment scenarios:

Deployment 
scenario/user role 

 I3m root 
instance 
admin 

i3M SW 
developer 

i3M third-
party SW 
admin 

i3M pilot 
instance 
admin 

MDS1 
    

ADS1 
    

ADS2 
    

ADS3 
    

The following subsections describe in detail each identified deployment scenario. 
 
 

7.1.1 MDS1: manual deployment 
The manual deployment scenario one (MDS1) is based on accessing the physical resources 
by establishing an SSH connection. Once the physical resource is accessed, the user 
proceeds with the SW deployment manually. An overview of MDS1 is provided in the 
following picture. The actors involved in these scenarios are i3M SW developer and i3M 
third-party SW admin (Figure 7.2). 

 

Figure 7.2. MDS1. 

7.1.2 ADS1: automated deployment with Ansible 
Automated deployment scenario one (ADS1) is based on the provision of a set of Ansible 
playbooks containing deployment recipes. Playbooks are one of the core features of Ansible 
and tell Ansible what to execute. They are like a to-do list for Ansible that contains a list of 
tasks. Playbooks contain the steps which the user wants to execute on a concrete physical 
resource, and they are run sequentially. 

From an operative point of view, actors involved in this scenario must cover the following 
deployment workflow: 

1) Create an Ansible template (playbook) with concrete deployment instructions using 
the physical resources specified. 

2) Start an Ansible job by instantiating the playbook template provided in step 1. 

An overview of ADS1 is provided in the following picture. The actors involved in this scenario 
are i3M IT admin and i3M third-party SW admin (Figure 7.3). 
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Figure 7.2 MDS1.
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7.1.2 ADS1: automated deployment with Ansible

Automated deployment scenario one (ADS1) is based on the provision of a
set of Ansible playbooks containing deployment recipes. Playbooks are one
of the core features of Ansible and tell Ansible what to execute. They are
like a to-do list for Ansible that contains a list of tasks. Playbooks contain the
steps which the user wants to execute on a concrete physical resource, and
they are run sequentially.

From an operative point of view, actors involved in this scenario must
cover the following deployment workflow:

1) Create an Ansible template (playbook) with concrete deployment
instructions using the physical resources specified.

2) Start an Ansible job by instantiating the playbook template provided in
step 1.

An overview of ADS1 is provided in the following picture. The actors
involved in this scenario are i3M IT admin and i3M third-party SW admin
(Figure 7.3).

 

Figure 7.3. ADS1. 

Finally, Figure 7.4 contains a playbook example showing the main structure in terms of tags 
to be included i3-MARKET playbooks, which are: name, hosts, vars, and tasks. 

 

 

Figure 7.4. Ansible playbook example. 

7.1.3 ADS2: automated deployment with Ansible 
and CI/CD GitHub pipelines 
Automated deployment scenario two (ADS2) is based on the provision of CI/CD pipelines 
with Ansible and GitHub.  

An overview of ADS2 is provided in Figure 7.5. The only actor involved in this scenario is 
i3M SW developer (Figure 7.5). 

 

Figure 7.3 ADS1.

Finally, Figure 7.4 contains a playbook example showing the main struc-
ture in terms of tags to be included i3-MARKET playbooks, which are: name,
hosts, vars, and tasks.
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Figure 7.3. ADS1. 
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Figure 7.4. Ansible playbook example. 
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and CI/CD GitHub pipelines 
Automated deployment scenario two (ADS2) is based on the provision of CI/CD pipelines 
with Ansible and GitHub.  

An overview of ADS2 is provided in Figure 7.5. The only actor involved in this scenario is 
i3M SW developer (Figure 7.5). 

 

Figure 7.4 Ansible playbook example.

7.1.3 ADS2: automated deployment with Ansible and CI/CD
GitHub pipelines

Automated deployment scenario two (ADS2) is based on the provision of
CI/CD pipelines with Ansible and GitHub.

An overview of ADS2 is provided in Figure 7.5. The only actor involved
in this scenario is i3M SW developer (Figure 7.5).

 

Figure 7.5. ADS2. 

The goal to reach in the current deployment scenario should be aligned with i3-MARKET 
DevOps strategy and based on the provision of an Ansible Tower CI/CD architecture.  

Considering the approach presented in Error! Reference source not found., Figure 7.6 
illustrates what we should build to support CI/CD in i3-MARKET using Ansible and GitHub. 

 

Figure 7.6. CI/CD with Ansible and GitHub. 

As is well known, the main purpose of CI is of course to protect the master branch so that it 
always compiles. The only way to do this is to check the code in another branch (like a 
function branch), test that code, review the code, and only merge it with the master once all 
tests pass. The architecture above achieves exactly that and does so with a very simplified 
approach that leverages Ansible Tower as our CI engine. For the CD part, only a few 
additional workflows would be needed to implement artifacts generated by the CI process in 
dev -> test -> production. Using this architecture, one could use the GitHub versions to store 
artifacts. GitHub has the ability to trigger a webhook when the latest version is updated, 
which in turn could trigger an Ansible Tower CD workflow. 

Figure 7.5 ADS2.
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The goal to reach in the current deployment scenario should be aligned
with i3-MARKET DevOps strategy and based on the provision of an Ansible
Tower CI/CD architecture.

Considering the approach presented at the CI/CD Ansible Tower and
GitHub sites [? ], Figure 7.6 illustrates what we should build to support CI/CD
in i3-MARKET using Ansible and GitHub.

 

Figure 7.5. ADS2. 
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DevOps strategy and based on the provision of an Ansible Tower CI/CD architecture.  
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Figure 7.6 CI/CD with Ansible and GitHub.

As is well known, the main purpose of CI is of course to protect the master
branch so that it always compiles. The only way to do this is to check the
code in another branch (like a function branch), test that code, review the
code, and only merge it with the master once all tests pass. The architecture
above achieves exactly that and does so with a very simplified approach
that leverages Ansible Tower as our CI engine. For the CD part, only a few
additional workflows would be needed to implement artifacts generated by
the CI process in dev -> test -> production. Using this architecture, one could
use the GitHub versions to store artifacts. GitHub has the ability to trigger a
webhook when the latest version is updated, which in turn could trigger an
Ansible Tower CD workflow.

7.1.4 ADS3: automated deployment with Docker Compose

The last way of automatizing the deployments on i3-MARKET is by means of
Docker Compose1. After the last release of the deployment strategy adopted

1 https://docs.docker.com/compose/
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by i3-MARKET of having N decentralized i3-MARKET instances + 1 master
i3-MARKET instance for centralizing some services, a deployment for sup-
porting the installation of an i3-MARKET instance (a decentralized node) has
been created based on Docker Compose. This Docker Compose is used for
deploying and managing multiple Docker containers, each of them containing
different core and decentralized services developed by i3-MARKET.

This mechanism allows any marketplace to deploy an i3-MARKET
“pilot environment” in order to be part and interact with the i3-MARKET
ecosystem. Therefore, ADS3 becomes the most useful deployment strat-
egy for supporting i3-MARKET pilots in the deployment of those i3-
MARKET services, which need to be decentralized and installed in the
pilot premises. These services are: “Backplane” (Backplane API compo-
nent), “tokenizer” + “pricing-manager” (Monetization component), “sdk-ref-
impl” (SDK-RI component), “web-ri” + “mongo_web-ri” (Web-RI), “oidc-
provider-app” + “oidc-provider-db” (Service-centric authentication com-
ponent), “vc-service” (User-centric authentication component), semantic-
engine + semantic-engine-db (Semantic engine component), data_access
(Data access component), auditable-accounting (Auditable accounting com-
ponent), besu (Blockchain network pilot node), cockroachdb-node (Dis-
tributed storage component), conflict-resolver-service (Conflict resolution
component), rating (Rating Component), and “keycloak” (Security server
component).

In terms of the Docker Compose file definition, a set of “env.component”
files has been created for storing config information relative to the deploy-
ment of each of the services contained in the Docker Compose file.

Besides installing the decentralized services by means of the Docker
Compose file, the administrator of the pilot infrastructure must install a
wallet.
Interaction with i3-MARKET can be done in several ways:

– By using the API of the Backplane, the SDK-RI or using the SDK-core
libraries to integrate our application.

– By using the Web-RI.
– By managing an instance (pilot-side or central) of i3-MARKET. More

details on this usage can be seen in the marketplace instance administra-
tion.

Marketplaces must be accepted to join the federation. Currently, the rules
of the federation have been decided and are defined as part of the following
section for the summary onboarding process. Once a marketplace is part of
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i3-MARKET, it can issue credentials to its consumers, providers, and data
owners.

7.2 i3-MARKET: Onboarding Process

This process describes the onboarding steps for installing an operative node
(pilot environment) that allows a pilot being able to interact with other
marketplaces inside the i3-MARKET ecosystem. It is a practical guide that
makes use of the automated deployment based on Docker Compose (ADS3)
commented in the previous section.

The required steps are:

1) Clone i3-MARKET deployment repository
2) Login into i3-MARKET Nexus and Git repos
3) Execute Docker Compose
4) Install i3M Wallet

Go to Wallet2 and download the version suitable for your operating
system and do the following actions for:

– Windows operating system:

◦ Download and execute wallet desktop.
◦ The application is a standalone RAR file. Extract it and

execute the i3M Wallet.exe file.

– MacOS operating system:

◦ Open the dmg file and install the wallet desktop application.

– Linux operating system:

◦ For Debian-based systems, you can use the deb package:

• # change x.x.x for the version.
• sudo dpkg-i wallet-desktop-x.x.x-amd64.deb.

5) Create a wallet and a consumer and/or provider identity in the wallet.
The first time a user initiates the application, a dialog asking for a
password appears. The user will have to introduce this password each
time the application starts.
Create a wallet named i3-MARKET, type HD SW Wallet, and i3-
MARKET network.

2https://github.com/i3-MARKET-V3-Public-Repository/SP3-SCGBSSW-I3mWalletMon
orepo/releases

https://github.com/i3-MARKET-V3-Public-Repository/SP3-SCGBSSW-I3mWalletMonorepo/releases
https://github.com/i3-MARKET-V3-Public-Repository/SP3-SCGBSSW-I3mWalletMonorepo/releases
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Create a Consumer and/or Provider identity (right-click over the i3-
MARKET wallet).

6) Register a new OIDC client.
Access your local instance of WEB-RI (i3-MARKET GUI) available in
http://localhost:5300/.
Note: The OIDC client configuration is automatically done from the
WEB-RI. Just those who are interacting directly through the SDK-RI
or SDK-core must do it by following the next steps:
No OIDC client registered? Please follow the below steps:

i. Ask your i3-MARKET admin for your corresponding “i3-
MARKET OpenID Connect Provider API”3 (by default, each
instance of i3-MARKET has its own provider) endpoint to get an
initial token for registering a new client (authorize green button)

◦ Try logging in and get initialAccessToken.
◦ Use initialAccessToken as bearerAuth.

ii. Then here, using the access token as bearerToken (press the lock
symbol to open the form to paste the token), you can register a new
client. Please note that you must add the following information:

◦ http://localhost:5300/api/credential in redirect_uris field
◦ http://localhost:5300/auth in post_logout_redirect_uris field

After successful client registration, you can paste the returned
information in the text area.

7) Generate credentials for the consumer/provider identity.
Start the authentication workflow from local WEB-RI instance by
following next steps:

a. Provide a username for consumer role
b. Wallet pairing
c. Select wallet identity
d. Add Verifiable Credentials to the wallet
e. Login using credentials generated previously
f. Selective disclosure
g. Sign
h. Access finally to GUI of Web-RI.

3And endpoint similar to: https://XXXX.i3-MARKET.eu/release2/api-spec/ui/#/Develope
rs/get_release2_developers_login

https://XXXX.i3-MARKET.eu/release2/api-spec/ui/#/Developers/get_release2_developers_login
https://XXXX.i3-MARKET.eu/release2/api-spec/ui/#/Developers/get_release2_developers_login
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SDK-RI Specification

8.1 Objectives

The SDK reference implementation, or SDK-RI, has these specific objectives:

• Provide the mechanisms in terms of SW pieces for testing the i3-
MARKET Backplane services/artifacts.

• Follow the approach SDK-RI as a service: SDK-RI will be a set of
services needed for simulating an i3-MARKET-ized data marketplace
behaviour.

• SDK-RI will let the pilots check this reference implementation as a
guide/example for developing their own integration with i3-MARKET.

• Context: SDK-RI contextualization was already introduced in section 6.2
as part of the SDK-core.

8.2 Technical Requirements

The current subsection contains a set of SDK requirements that have been
collected for releases 2 and 3; meanwhile, the other ones are the result of
deepening in the last iterations of SDK elicitation process.

8.3 SDK Reference Implementation

The SDK-RI implementation is based on Java and Swagger framework, and
the next subsections are focusing on the update provided during R2 and R3
developments. The SDK-RI was first released as a web app deployed within
Jetty and encapsulated in a Docker container then later in R2 and R3 updated
with Java and Swagger.
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8.4 Core Technology

In an initial stage of SDK-RI implementation, the technology options pre-
sented in Figure 8.1 − Implementation technologies for SDK-RI − were
considered:

Figure 8.1 SDK-RI Implementation Technologies Used.

To sum up, the candidate technologies to support the implementation of
SDK-RI were the following:

• Node.js
• Node.js + Express
• Java + RPM
• Java + Swagger + Tomcat

Finally, option 4 was selected but substituting Jetty for Tomcat as web
application server. Therefore, we can conclude by saying that SDK-RI is a
web app deployed within Jetty and encapsulated in a Docker container.

8.5 Continuous Integration and Deployment

The SDK-RI artifact is automatically provided by means of a CI/CD pipeline
based on Ansible AWX. A conceptual view of SDK-core pipeline is shown
in Figure 8.2 – SDK-RI pipeline.

As initial stage, the SDK-RI is imported as a library in the last version
of the SDK-core published in i3-MARKET Nexus maven repository. As a
second stage, once a commit is done into the master branch of SDK-RI
GitLab project, a compilation and deployment of a new version of SDK-RI is
carried out.
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Figure 8.2 SDK-RI pipeline based on Ansible AWX.

SDK-RI installation:
The setup instructions and Docker-based deployment of SDK-RI is covered
in detail in the following subsections.

Setup:
Clone the repository and download the dependencies:
git@gitlab.com:i3-market/code/sdk/i3m-sdk-reference-implementation.git

Running the SDK-RI with Docker:
Use Docker to run the SDK-RI. To do so, follow the same setup instructions
as above.

Then, just build your SDK-RI project nd run it using the jetty images as
follow:

SDK-RI container is built over a Jetty image and the SdkRefIMpl war file
is deployed into Jetty.

Finally, just go to http:/$deploy_host/SdkRefImpl for accessing SDK-RI
REST API.

Configuring and using SDK-RI
To configure SDK-RI instance, the following steps should be covered:

• The marketplace will have all the common services exposed in an SDK-
RI/endpoint.

Each marketplace end-user, which pursues making use of the SDK-RI,
should configure the SDK-RI by means of:

• pointing to the Backplane endpoint(s) hosted in a concrete i3-MARKET
node (i.e., Backplane API node1, OpenID Connect Provider API node1,
Verifying and Credential service API node1);

• pointing to the wallet endpoint hosted locally.

This configuration should be defined in the SDK-RI properties file placed
at ‘‘src/resources/sdk_ri_config.properties’’.

git@gitlab.com:i3-market/code/sdk/i3m-sdk-reference-implementation.git
``src/resources/sdk_ri_config.properties''
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The internal workflow covered by the SDK-core/RI playbook is shown in
Figure 8.3.

Annex B (SDK-core/RI playbook) contains the last version of Ansible
playbook that supports the generation of the SDK-core/RI for the final release
(or R3).

Configuring and using SDK-RI 

 To configure SDK-RI instance, the following steps should be covered: 

 The marketplace will have all the common services exposed in an SDK-
RI/endpoint. 

Each marketplace end-user, which pursues making use of the SDK-RI, should 
configure the SDK-RI by means of: 

 pointing to the Backplane endpoint(s) hosted in a concrete i3-MARKET node 
(i.e., Backplane API node1, OpenID Connect Provider API node1, Verifying 
and Credential service API node1); 

 pointing to the wallet endpoint hosted locally. 

This configuration should be defined in the SDK-RI properties file placed at 
“src/resources/sdk_ri_config.properties”. 

 

The internal workflow covered by the SDK-core/RI playbook is shown in Figure . 

Error! Reference source not found.) contains the last version of Ansible playbook that 
supports the generation of the SDK-core/RI for the final release (or R3).  

Create oas temp directory

Get access token for accessing SDK Generator REST API

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for BACKPLANE

Make an API call to SDK-Generator to generate SDK client stub for DATA_ACCESS

Set java 8 as default jvm

Delete authorizations unmodifiableMap in ApiClient

Delete defaults authorizations in ApiClient

Add global import of fasterxml to avoid compilation issues with JsonTypeInfo, 
JsonSubTypes

Mvn package sdk-core artifact

Create temp directory

Extract jar file with Java classes

Extract jar file with Java docs

Extract jar file with Java sources

Add all classes and docs into a single JAR file

Upload SDK-Core artifacts to Nexus

Send an email notification  to inform about new version available

Figure 8.3 SDK-core/RI playbook internal workflow.
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SDK-RI Installation using Docker

The SDK-RI is fully dockerized and the container is built over a Jetty image
and deploys the SdkRefIMpl war file into Jetty.

The SDK-RI image is built automatically as part of the CI/CD pipeline
and pushed to the i3-MARKET Docker image supported by means of
Nexus.

To build manually the SDK-RI Docker image, the following steps should
be followed:

i) Image build:

9 SDK-RI Installation using 
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over a Jetty image and deploys the SdkRefIMpl war file into Jetty.  
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Error! Reference source not found. and pushed to i3-MARKET Docker image supported 
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i) Image build:  
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ii) Image push: 
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iii) Run container: 

docker run --name sdk-ri -p 8181:8080 registry.gitlab.com/i3-
market/code/sdk/i3m-sdk-reference-implementation/i3market-sdk-ri:version 

As a reminder and in line with the tagging approach reported in D4.8 Error! Reference 
source not found., “version” is formatted as MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH and each part 
changes according to the following rules. 

We increment: 

 Major when breaking backward compatibility. 

 Minor when adding a new feature that does not break compatibility. 

 Patch when fixing a bug without breaking compatibility. 

As part of the setup in step i) to configure SDK-RI instance, the following endpoints should 
be provided to link them to the SDK-RI instance: Backplane URL, OIDC URL, Verifiable 
Credentials (VC) URL, and finally data access URL. 

9.1 Setup 

Clone the repository and download the dependencies: 

git@gitlab.com:i3-market/code/sdk/i3m-sdk-reference-implementation.git 

9.2 Running the SDK-RI with Docker 

You can use Docker to run the SDK-RI. 
To do so, follow the same setup instructions as above. 

ii) Image push:
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9.1 Setup 
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We increment:
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As part of the setup in step i) to configure SDK-RI instance, the following
endpoints should be provided to link them to the SDK-RI instance: Backplane
URL, OIDC URL, Verifiable Credentials (VC) URL, and finally data access
URL.

9.1 Setup

Clone the repository and download the dependencies:

9 SDK-RI Installation using 
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changes according to the following rules. 

We increment: 
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As part of the setup in step i) to configure SDK-RI instance, the following endpoints should 
be provided to link them to the SDK-RI instance: Backplane URL, OIDC URL, Verifiable 
Credentials (VC) URL, and finally data access URL. 

9.1 Setup 

Clone the repository and download the dependencies: 

git@gitlab.com:i3-market/code/sdk/i3m-sdk-reference-implementation.git 

9.2 Running the SDK-RI with Docker 

You can use Docker to run the SDK-RI. 
To do so, follow the same setup instructions as above. 

9.2 Running the SDK-RI with Docker

You can use Docker to run the SDK-RI.To do so, follow the same setup
instructions as above.

Then, just build and run using:Then, just build and run using: 

docker build --no-cache -t i3m/i3market-sdk-ri:latest . 
docker push i3m/i3market-sdk-ri:latest 
docker run --name sdk-ri -p 8181:8080 i3m/i3market-sdk-ri 

 

SDK-RI container is built over a jetty image and deploys the SdkREfIMpl war file into jetty. 

Finally just go to http:/$deploy_host/SdkRefImpl for accessing SDK-RI REST API. 

9.3 Configuring and using SDK-RI 

 The marketplace will have all the common services exposed in a SDK-RI/endpoint. 

 Each marketplace end-user, who pursues making use of the SDK-RI, should 
configure the SDK-RI by means of: 

o pointing to the Backplane endpoint(s) hosted in a concrete i3-MARKET node 
(i.e., Backplane API node1, OpenID Connect Provider API node1, and 
Verifying Credential service API node1); 

o pointing to the wallet endpoint hosted locally. 

 This configuration should be defined in the SDK-RI properties file placed at 
“src/resources/sdk_ri_config.properties”. 

 An example of setup could be the following: 

o backplane.url = xxxx 

o oidc.url = xxxx 

o verifiable_credentials.url = xxxxx 

 

 

SDK-RI container is built over a jetty image and deploys the SdkREfIMpl
war file into jetty.

Finally just go to http:/$deploy_host/SdkRefImpl for accessing SDK-RI
REST API.

9.3 Configuring and using SDK-RI

• The marketplace will have all the common services exposed in a SDK-
RI/endpoint.

• Each marketplace end-user, who pursues making use of the SDK-RI,
should configure the SDK-RI by means of:

◦ pointing to the Backplane endpoint(s) hosted in a concrete i3-
MARKET node (i.e., Backplane API node1, OpenID Connect
Provider API node1, and Verifying Credential service API node1);

◦ pointing to the wallet endpoint hosted locally.
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• This configuration should be defined in the SDK-RI properties file
placed at “src/resources/sdk_ri_config.properties”.

• An example of setup could be the following:

◦ backplane.url = xxxx
◦ oidc.url = xxxx
◦ verifiable_credentials.url = xxxxx
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WEB-RI

10.1 Purpose

The WEB-RI proposes itself as reference for the implementation of a user
interface to allow human users to use and interact with the functional-
ities provided by i3-MARKET. The WEB-RI has three main objectives,
which are:

• As a management tool, to allow i3-MARKET developers to test their
functionalities in the context of a user usage.

• As a reference implementation, providing functional examples of
how the i3-MARKET SDKs can be used to implement/integrate i3-
MARKET functionalities into a data marketplace. As a reference imple-
mentation, WEB-RI is also a useful tool to help i3-MARKET pilots
on the implementation of their use-case scenarios and on testing of
backplane technologies by providing specifications and code that can
be used.

10.2 Architecture

In Figure 10.1, the architecture of WEB-RI is represented.
A consumer or a provider can access WEB-RI1 via internet browser and

proceed with the authentication for which the wallet2 must be installed and
running on his personal computer. The authentication process is executed on
WEB-RI frontend by calling the OIDC service which will call the wallet to
perform the authentication itself.

1https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v2-public-repository/i3-market-web-ri
2https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v2-public-repository/sp3-scgbssw-i3mwalletmonorepo
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Figure 10.1 WEB-RI architecture.

The WEB-RI frontend is connected to a backend, which has two main
functions: manage user sessions and have a way to interact with the function-
alities provided by i3-MARKET.

To manage the user sessions, the WEB-RI backend saves the user session
in a session storage called connect-mongo3.

To interact with the functionalities provided by i3-MARKET, a library
was implemented, called Connector-RI4. This connector has all the meth-
ods needed to call the respective APIs from the SDK-RI, which have the
functionalities to interact with the i3-MARKET Backplane. This allows to
have a clean and simple WEB-RI backend where it is only needed to call the
respective methods from the connector.

3https://github.com/jdesboeufs/connect-mongo
4https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v2-public-repository/i3-market-connector-ri
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10.3 Sitemap

In Figure 10.2, the sitemap of WEB-RI is represented.
WEB-RI is composed of several pages, which are Authentication, Home-

page, Offerings, Search, and Notifications.
In the Authentication page, the user has the possibility to register a

new provider or consumer and login with some existing user registered in
WEB-RI.

The Homepage is the main page of WEB-RI, which has a navigation bar
that allows the user to navigate to the other available pages. Also, there are
statistics related with the number of offerings and providers.

The Offerings page is only visible to a provider, where he can manage the
offerings registered by him and register new ones.

Figure 10.2 WEB-RI sitemap.
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The Search page is visible either to a provider or a consumer. The only
difference is that a consumer has the possibility to create a purchase request
for the offering he searched.

In the Notifications page, a provider can receive a purchase request for
some of its offerings and he can accept (and create the agreement) or reject it.
A consumer can sign the agreement if it was accepted before by the provider.

10.4 Run WEB-RI in Docker

The WEB-RI can be reused and customized, in order to do so run the WEB-
RI docker, to get the code, use git clone command, the web-ri code available
at (https://github.com/i3-Market-V3-Public-Repository/WRR-WebRI), first
you must define the following environment variables in docker-compose.yml
file:

environment:
SDK_RI_ENDPOINT: sdk-ri endpoint
MONGO_URL: mongodb url
OIDC_URL: oidc provider
VC_URL: verifiable credential service
MARKET_NAME: market of notification service

MONGO_INITDB_ROOT_USERNAME:
mongodb username
MONGO_INITDB_ROOT_PASSWORD:
mongodb password

Then,

docker-compose up

https://github.com/i3-Market-V3-Public-Repository/WRR-WebRI
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Central Administration Guide

This chapter aims to describe in detail how to configure and maintain an i3-
MARKET central instance.

11.1 Cloud Management

In this section, an approach is presented for successfully deploying, configur-
ing, and monitoring centralized core services of i3-MARKET. This approach
is based on the usage of Ansible Tower1 as a key pillar for managing the
cloud resources. With Ansible Tower, we can control the i3-MARKET central
infrastructure (see Figure 11.1) with a visual dashboard, role-based access

Figure 11.1 Ansible Tower dashboard view.

1 Ansible tower: https://www.ansible.com/products/tower
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control, job scheduling, integrated notifications, and graphical inventory
management. The Ansible Tower dashboard is shown in Figure 11.1.

Regarding the last version of i3-MARKET, the proposed approach is
based on the definition of a physical resource inventory in Ansible, in order
to be able to automate the deployments of central artifacts. In line with the
i3-MARKET Docker Deployment, the i3-MARKET physical inventory is
composed of physical resources, whose nomenclature is based on allocated
physical resources as it is shown in the Figure 11.2 and explained

• I3M-PH-Node1, I3M-PH-Node2, and I3M-PH-Node3: These three
nodes contain three different instances of i3-MARKET that act as
development environments and testing purposes for the i3-MARKET
developers.

• I3M-PH-Node4: Physical node 4 contains master Besu node, Cockroach
data base which hosts the “Seed Index” for federating queries, Rocks
data base central instance of the blockchain, security services for allow-
ing authentication and authorization capabilities to the central node and
notification manager.

Finally, the publication of a new resource inventory is shown in
Figure 11.2.

Figure 11.2 Ansible resource inventory definition view.

11.2 Infrastructure Monitoring

As part of the i3-MARKET deployment management plan, a monitoring
approach based on the integration of Prometheus and Grafana with Ansible as
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the official configuration management tool for the i3-MARKET infrastructure
was proposed.

The idea behind this was to take advantage of the Ansible Tower and
the metrics provided via the API and feed them into Grafana by using Node
Exporter and Prometheus.

Following the approach explained in [? ], Ansible Tower must be config-
ured to provide metrics for Prometheus to be viewed via Grafana. In addition
to that, Node Exporter is used to export the operating system metrics to an
operating system (OS) dashboard in Grafana. The data flow is outlined in
Figure 11.3.

Figure 11.3 Ansible Tower metrics data flow.

As it is reflected in the diagram, Grafana looks for data in Prometheus.
Prometheus itself collects the data in its database by importing them from
Node Exporters and from the Ansible Tower APIs.

Figure 11.4 shows an updated approach based on Zabbix that was pro-
posed at M15 and adopted as official approach for i3-MARKET monitoring.

Zabbix2 is an open-source monitoring software tool for diverse IT com-
ponents, including networks, servers, virtual machines (VMs) and cloud ser-
vices. Zabbix provides monitoring metrics, among others network utilization,
CPU load, and disk space consumption.

Zabbix is used to monitor the following in i3-MARKET common
infrastructure:

2 Zabbix: https://www.zabbix.com/
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Figure 11.4 i3-MARKET Zabbix instance.

• Simple checks to verify the availability and responsiveness of back-
plane and other public endpoints associated with core centralized
i3-MARKET services.

• A Zabbix agent was installed in each one of the i3-MARKET clus-
ter physical nodes to monitor statistics such as CPU load, network
utilization, disk space, etc.

• Docker container monitoring using the Zabbix agent type 2 deployed in
i3-MARKET physical nodes.
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Repositories and Open Source

The i3-MARKET Consortium is committed to contributing to a reference
implementation (community release) of the individual building blocks as well
as the overall i3-MARKET data market frameworks corresponding to their
market APIs to the developer community through an open-source project.

The i3-MARKET Consortium will address the open-source community
along with the dissemination events, and two hackathons are organized during
the project period. The hackathons will be aligned with the releases of the
i3-MARKET marketplace. Hackathons, on the one hand, allow engaging
new stakeholders in i3-MARKET and, on the other hand, allow retrieving
quick and contextual feedback about its usability, business potential, and
attractiveness. The success of the hackathons will be key since we strongly
believe that first-hour enthusiastic users are the ones that best disseminate and
spread the project’s results through social networks.

The open-source management project structure has been updated to reach
the developers and entrepreneurs (SMEs) communities largely and facil-
itate their onboarding or innovation processes. i3-MARKET followed an
open-source path using two of the most well-known and established open-
source organizations, which provide open-source projects hosting: GitLab
and GitHub. We have studied the options to have better impact and acceptance
in the developers and SME’s communities and adopted the procedure and
roles for the users of our i3-MARKET open-source project in a way that
suited best to the i3-MARKET case.

i3-MARKET project governance process defines a support and evaluation
process to include software improvements as follows:

• Request for changes or updates: A technical board identifies any
change requests prior to a major release, which should be integrated
into this major release. Before a release, all changes have to be tested by
using a pre-production/staging approach.
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• The evaluation of any type of technical request: A technical board
approves a software component or initiates a project in i3-MARKET
OSS.

• The communication of the results from technical experts: A tagging
release strategy as described in Section 5.3 is used in order to indicate
the impact of the changes made on the i3-MARKET ecosystem.

• Evaluation of contributions for new commits: A technical board
assesses and evaluates the contributions including documentation in
i3-MARKET OSS.

• Reports and changes report: A technical board issues a short report,
explaining the rationale of the acceptance or the rejection in exceptional
cases.

The i3-MARKET team aims to facilitate and simplify development of
data services based on i3-MARKET Backplane, and any developer should
be capable of implementing and developing data services based on i3-
MARKET backplane tools. The i3-MARKET open-source team provides
the slack tool (i3-market.slack.com) for a direct communication and con-
versations with the developers team; the slack channel is used as a direct
communication channel and it is open to any developer that is part of
the i3-MARKET community but also for those external that want to start
engaging with the project. The community can join the i3-MARKET slack
channel and start reviewing the selected topics and also initiate new ones.
i3-MARKET slack open-source has served as main channel for developers
to interact directly with the i3-MARKET technical development team. The
slack channel facilitates access to a wide range of information about the
technologies developed. i3-MARKET OSS is the first project to provide
the means for setting up, managing, and using open-source channels for
the different developer communities and other stakeholders providing direct
support.

Developers require technical information that goes beyond high-level
descriptions in a website or that a normal software project documentation
can provide. The i3-MARKET project has set up an open-source developers
portal as an online tool to facilitate the members of the ecosystem to get
access to the materials, documentation, technical information, developers
know-how, and code. The online tool of the i3-MARKET project is deployed
to actively facilitate reaching out not only to the open-source community
but also SMEs and entrepreneurs in order to facilitate an easy adoption and
building an ecosystem around the i3-MARKET project.
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The i3-MARKET project has evolved from R1 to R3 complet-
ing a planned evolution process. The documentation and specifications
are released using the open-source developer portal at http://www.open-
source.i3-market.eu. Videos showing the progress and use of the developed
software tools can be accessed via the i3-MARKET YouTube channel. The
community of open-source developers SMEs and entrepreneurs can now
easily find instructions that are available at the i3-MARKET open source
portal. This is a live portal, which is a continuous update according to
the latest development of the project. The main purpose of releasing this
developer-centric portal is to actively enable a channel for reaching out to
the open-source community and to allow SMEs and entrepreneurs to get all
the latest developments and also download and use the different i3-MARKET
available software updates. More specific technical documentations about the
components and systems are also available in a specific “Developer Portal”
at https://i3-market.gitlab.io/code/backplane/backplane-api-gateway/backp
lane-api-specification/index.html.

12.1 GitLab/GitHub

The i3-MARKET repository is hosted at the GitLab11 which can be found
at the following link: https://gitlab.com/i3-market/code.The i3-MARKET
repository is divided in branches. The branches are divided in two thematic
categories. One is the documentation (i.e., site storage hosted at the “gh-
pages”) and the other is the i3-MARKET source code branch. Under the
source code category, various branches will exist; the two main categories
are:

• Main branches with an infinite lifetime:

◦ Master branch
◦ Develop branch

• Supporting branches:

◦ Feature branches
◦ Release branches
◦ Hotfix branches

The i3-MARKET strategic plan to enlarge the ecosystem and reach out
the largest developers communities with this i3-MARKET public version
has proceeded with success, and i3-MARKET backplane V2 is accessible

https://i3-market.gitlab.io/code/backplane/backplane-api-gateway/backplane-api-specification/index.html.
https://i3-market.gitlab.io/code/backplane/backplane-api-gateway/backplane-api-specification/index.html.
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in <www.gitlab.com> and www.github.com. The i3-MARKET’s developers
team has done an extra effort to release the V2 in these two well-known
platforms as they are amongst the largest and most popular open-source
communities. i3-MARKET has conducted all the necessary efforts to estab-
lish an automatic synchronization mechanism transparently and the OSS
governance methodology to support members of both communities; thus,
what is committed and released in one platform the other community has
access to it in a matter of few minutes.

12.2 GitLab Repository

The code is available open-source via the establishment of the i3-MARKET
spaces on GitLab (available at: https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repos
itory).

12.3 GitHub Repository

The code is available open-source via the establishment of the i3-MARKET
spaces on GitHub (available at: https://github.com/i3-market-V3-public-rep
ository).

https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repository
https://gitlab.com/i3-market-v3-public-repository
https://github.com/i3-market-V3-public-repository
https://github.com/i3-market-V3-public-repository
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12.4 Developers’ portal with MKDocs framework

This section contains the details about the online developers support tool and
documentation; sections remain the same as presented in previous version
but its content has been maintained and updated continuously since its first
release. The community of open-source developers SMEs and entrepreneurs
can now easily find instructions that are available at the i3-MARKET open-
source portal here: http://open-source.i3-market.eu/ (see Figure 12.1).

This is a live portal, which is a continuous update according to the latest
development of the project. The main purpose of releasing this developer-
centric portal is to actively enable a channel for reaching out to the open-
source community and to allow SMEs and entrepreneurs to get all the latest
developments and also download and use the different i3-MARKET available
software updates.

The binaries of the different software artefacts and reference implemen-
tation modules will be found at the downloading section “Get the Code” part
– see Figure 12.2.

http://open-source.i3-market.eu/
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Figure 12.1 Open-source developers portal with MKDocs.

Figure 12.2 Code repository.

12.5 Open-Source Portal

(open-source.i3-market.eu)
i3-MARKET open-source project has selected a proper governance

scheme, which regulates the interactions between the members of the open-
source community, including key roles and responsibilities for the devel-
opment and expansion of the project’s software code. i3-MARKET adopts
an incremental, iterative, and evolutionary software development process,
notably based on agile development techniques. To identify and define these
roles, the i3-MARKET Consortium made the following decisions:
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• A master-governed approach is the starting scheme associated with the
establishment, governance, and initial evolution of the i3-MARKET
open-source project. The goal of this decision is to ensure proper inte-
gration of the various parts of the project, at least in the initial phase of
the project where some critical mass has to be developed. It is the phase
where the project will be looking for good reputation among the IoT
open-source communities.

• i3-MARKET members from Atos partner act as master(s) for the part
of the project that concerns the lower-level sensor/ICO information
acquisition and filtering, notably on the basis of the enhancements to
be realized on top of the i3-MARKET Backplane.

Figure 12.3 depicts the i3-MARKET project governance process, which
is defined as the support and evaluation process to include software improve-
ments as follows:

• Request for changes or updates: Identify any development previous to
a major release, which should be considered private and usually is on
testing and pre-production/staging.

• The evaluation of any type of technical request: A technical board,
PM, TM, TPMs, or WPLs approves participation; in particular, software
component or initiate a project in i3-MARKET OSS.

Figure 12.3 Open-source governance.
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• The communication of the results from technical experts: A tagging
version using alpha, beta, and gamma versions and then tagged as major
is used here.

• Evaluation of contributions for new commits: Technical experts, PM,
TM, TPMs, WPLs, and TaskLs asses and evaluate the contribution
that includes documentation at the initiated project in i3-MARKET
OSS.

• Reports and changes report: The technical board issues a short report,
explaining the rational on the rejection in exceptional cases; this step can
include rejects/cancel project participation.

12.5.1 Developers, users, and respective roles

Developer roles and specializations are extensively discussed in [Aalto 2013].
The relevant extracts from this discussion are presented below.

The participants of an open-source community can be divided into three
groups based on their level of contributions. A joiner is someone who has just
recently joined the community and does not have access to the repository yet.
When that person has made his first changes to the repository, he becomes a
newcomer. A developer is a fully fledged contributor that actively adds new
code to the repository [von Krogh 2003].

A developer often starts out by making bug fixes that are related to
his work and interests. The bug fixes are not randomly scattered around
the software, but they tend to focus on the same modules. Gradually, he
gains acceptance and a higher status in the community through his bug
fixes and participation in discussions and debates about new features. This
process characterizes how a developer becomes an expert on some part
of the architecture and is able to influence its development [Ducheneaut,
2005].

Many software developers and users participate in OSS development and
communities because they want to learn. The system architecture can be
designed in a modularized way to create independent tasks with progres-
sive difficulties so that newcomers can participate and move on gradually
to take care of harder tasks. This approach can encourage more users to
become developers. Developers at the centre of OSS communities should
focus on developing the system as well as having enough attention to the
creation and maintenance of a dynamic and self-reproducing OSS community
[Ye 2003].
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12.5.2 Roles and activities of developers and experts in the
governance model

Taking as a reference the i3-MARKET project governance model described
above, Figure 12.4 shows the different developers and technical experts
and their impact in the i3-MARKET project governance model implemen-
tation. The developers (mainly external to the i3-MARKET team) shall
follow this process playing a dynamic role in the process to further develop
functionalities and/or services.

The group of experts, on the other hand, shall evaluate, approve, and
issue official technical reports indicating clearly what the consequences and
conditions about the decision(s) about a requested commit are. The user of
the code will be notified by an announcement clearly describing the benefits
or new functionalities that are ready to be used as a result of implementing
the governance model process.

Figure 12.4 Public repository governance.
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The deployment process, as defined in the deployment guide section, is
for the whole project process. However, if a developer wants to deploy an
individual service or component, they can still do so by cloning the code
from GitLab/GitHub, making changes, and then deploying either manually
or using Docker Compose, for example.

Run secure data access API using docker-compose:

• Clone the repository.

• In the project root, create a .env file to insert environment variables. You
have an example in templates/template.env.

• To start secure data access API, run with this command:

Local development components like OpenId Provider:
Clone the repository!

13.1 Local Development using Node.js

To run the service locally using Node.js, it is necessary to download it
before. After that, you can install the dependencies and start the service in
the following way:

$ cd node-oidc-provider/app
$ npm i
$ npm start
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You should also update the configuration file app/src/config.ts before run-
ning the service. Specifically, it is necessary to fill the default environment
variables, in the same way they are filled in the .env file.

13.2 Local Development using Docker

Run the following command in the project root. The first time, it will take
a while (be patient) since it has to build images and download all the npm
dependencies.

./docker-dev-start

The OAS documentation can be accessed from http://localhost:3000/oidc/ap
i-spec/ui.

You can stop the container at any time with Ctrl-C.
If you want to delete and prune all the created images, containers,

networks, and volumes, just run:

./docker-dev-prune

Since the app directory is shared with the docker container with mapped
user permissions, you can just edit any files in the app directory locally. The
container will be running ts-node and nodemon to directly execute the source
code and refresh the server if any file has changed. You can also attach any
debugger in your local machine to the container, which will be listening at
default port 9229.

13.2.1 Development scripts in the docker container

Besides rebuilding, you can execute any command in the oidc-provider-
app container:

• to execute it in the running container:
docker-compose -f docker-compose.dev.yaml exec oidc-provider-app
<command>.

• to create and delete on-the-fly a new container (that will update the same
files):
docker-compose -f docker-compose.dev.yaml run –rm –no-deps oidc-
provider-app <command>.

http://localhost:3000/oidc/api-spec/ui.
http://localhost:3000/oidc/api-spec/ui.
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Conclusions

The i3-MARKET Book series is a detailed compilation of all about design
process, implementation work and the produced results and outcomes in the
form of legacy of the i3-MARKET and Open Source Software projects.

In this third book, we concentrated in bringing the technology deploy-
ments and provide an overview of the technologies and techniques that can
be used to facilitate an smooth deployment and adoption of the i3-MARKET
methodologies and solutions that are the foundations of i3-MAKRET soft-
ware. Additionally and to provide a complete view of the three books this
section includes not only this book conclusions but serves as a compilation of
all the findings and conclusions from the three books in order to list together
all the advances and improvements over the state of the art that this books
series is aiming to share.

The i3-MARKET project addresses the challenge of being integrative
following design methods used in industry and OSS implementation best
practices, interoperable by using semantic models that define a common
conceptual framework and information model that enables cross-domain data
exchange and sharing, intelligent from the perspective of smart contracts
generated automatically and associating those financial operations into a set
of software tools that facilitate that data assets can be commercialized via
intra-domain or cross-domain almost transparently in a secure and protected
digital market environment.

The i3-MARKET Book Series presents an overview of the i3-MARKET
methodologies and solutions that are the foundations of its software results
in the form of a Backplane with a set of software support tools and as a
solution addressing the challenge of enabling the coexistence of data spaces
with marketplaces for enlarging the European digital market ecosystem.

The i3-MARKET project provided a blueprint open-source software
architecture called “i3-MARKET Backplane” that addresses the growing
demand for connecting multiple data spaces and marketplaces in a secure
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and federated manner. The i3-MARKET Consortium is contributing with
the developed software tools to build the European data market economy
by innovating marketplace platforms, demonstrating with three industrial
reference implementations (pilots) that a decentralized data economy and
more fair growth is possible.

The first part of the i3-MARKET Book series introduces and explains
the principles of the modern data economy that lead to make the society more
aware about the value of the data that is produced everyday by themselves but
also in a collective manner. Data Business is one of the most disruptive areas
in today’s global economy, particularly with the value that large corporates
have embedded in their solutions and products as result of the use of data
from every individual.

The i3-MARKET architecture design provides adequate and in-house
developed building blocks for trustworthy (secure and reliable) data-sharing
and exchange of existing data assets for current and new future market-
place platforms, with special attention on commercializing data assets from
individuals, SMEs, or large industrial corporations. We used and developed
the i3-MARKET backplane using open-source technologies that impulse the
adoption and exploit the open-source culture, a tendency that, for more than
a decade, is hitting the industry markets and that today more and more
industries are following.

In the second i3-MARKET series book, is discussed why data is the
focus of current technological developments towards digital markets and the
meaning of data being the next asset to appear evolved in trading markets.
At the same time, it focused on introducing the i3-MARKET technology and
the proposed solutions. In the second i3-MARKET series book, the basic
technological principles and software best practices and standards for imple-
menting and deploying data spaces and data marketplaces were introduced
and explained. The second book provides a definition for data-driven society
as: The process to transform data production into data economy for the people
using the emerging technologies and scientific advances in data science to
underpin the delivery of data economic models and services.

In this third i3-MARKET series book the best practices, software methods
and mechanisms that allow the i3-MARKET backplane reference implemen-
tation to be instantiated, tested and validated are explained. This book series
part concentrates in the technical experts and developers’ community as a
way to provide support tools and guidance in their process to integrate the
i3-MARKET tools and its reference implementation. This book is offered
a guidebook for technical experts and developers is addressed, the so-called
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industrial deployment and to provide clear understanding of the technological
components and the software infrastructures. The steps to install and instanti-
ate the i3-MARKET backplane with less efforts and to avoid overwhelm the
deployment activity is also introduced. in this third part of the i3-MARKET
book series, the different software technologies developed, including the use
of open-source frameworks is explained. The third book can be considered the
i3-MARKET handbook provisioning that i3-MAKRET backplane software
can actually be used as input for configurators and developers to set up
and pre-test testbeds and therefore i3-MARKEt software is also extremely
valuable to organisations, scientific and academic communities to be used as
a academic material.

In this i3-MARKET book series we discussed the technology assets
that are designed and implemented following the i3-MARKET Backplane
reference architecture (RA) that uses open data, big data, IoT, and AI design
principles to help data spaces and data marketplaces to focus on todayâĂŹs
datadriven society as the trend to rapidly transforming the data perception in
every aspect of our activities. Moreover, the series of software assets grouped
as subsystems and composed of software artefacts is included and explained
in full. Further, the book series describes the i3-MARKET Backplane tools
and how these can be used for supporting marketplaces and its components.
The i3-MARKET Book series is an overview of the reference open-source
solution to enable the data economy across different data marketplaces.
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